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*EINSTEIN'S CONTRIBUTION TO Hill1ANTH.oUGHT
Alladi Ramakrishnan

Director, 11ATSCIENCE, The Institute of
Nathematical Sciences, Hadras-20

Il'IDIA.

+*+*+*+*+

It must be extreme madness or boldness to attempt to speak
on "Einstein's contribution to human tihough t " at a luncheon meeting
of professional groups of doctors, businessmen and industr1a11ats •
.obviously this-seems too abstract and academic a subject for doctors
who cure the ills of flesh and blood, magnates who produce steel and
sugar and captains of industry who move ~hips and aircraft. How-
ever I wish to convince you that Einstein's theory of relativity is
not so abstruse as it seems, for it has influenced .human thought
and affected human +ife as no idea has done before.

In its pristine form, it deals with the unity of space and
time which staggers imagination for mankind has been used to think.
ing for ages that space and time are distinct from one another. The
idea is considered So strange because it is generally stated that
the concept of s~multaneity of two events has been rendered meaning- .
less by Einstein. Actually Einstein has not done anything like that.
He merely stated that events which are independent of one another,
or those relating to tvro different objects, can be separated by
times less than that taken by light to travel the distance between
them. In other words he altered the usual definition of 'alibi'
when we say that a person is not responsible for an event if he is
found at a different place at the same time. Einstein reauires that

>-

it is only necessary to prove that person "TaS found at another place
at a time interval (before or after! ) less than that taken by

*Talk delivered atthe luncheon meeting of the Rotary Club at the
Hotel Cormemara on the 5th October 1976.
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light to travel the distance between him and the event .•.' This implies

that no object in the worLd can travel faster than light and this

turns out to be a very reasonable restriction on the Nevnonian

concept. However as regards the events relating to the same indi-

vidual it is impossible to reverse the order.of events. Therefore

there is no change due to Einstein in the concept of age or the

experiences·of any ~ndividual.

A striking coris equerice of Einstein's theory is that energy is

related to momentrumas time is related to space. This mathematical

equivalence inevitably leads to the convertibility of mass into

energy, a physical property whf.ch )iThenonce realised in the labora-

tory has affected the life of man and the future of the human race.

Actually this phenomenon was occurring on a. microscopic scale in

nature as in radio activity but when applied to matter in bulk has

ushered in the atonic age when. the first explosion took place in the

deserts of NewHexico in 1945" It only demonstrates that the fron-

tiers between various professions are vanishing. The mathematic Lan,

sCientist, engineer, industrialist and planner - all seem to be
!

engaged in the same enterprisq of harnessing nat;:·!T~_£ resources

for the use of the human race~

There is the third aspect of Einstein IS thoory - the existence

of anti-pafticles \vhich when colliding with part:t(h~s dLsappar' along

with them to produce energy in the form of light. These phenomena

are happening on a astronomical scale and have a great bearing on

the evolution of the universeo

----------------"'_ .....
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It looks therefore quite natural to contemplate 1<TJY,)' these
thBee apparently distinct results are unified by the single thread
of mathematical reasoning. Very recently in my own ''layI have
tried to understand, the magic of this logic. 'lfy efforts have led
me to cast Einstein's equations in a new form which reveals, even
to the layman and the novice; the extraordingry beauty of the mathe-
matical structure and its relation to nature. If I have st~ted
in you a trace of faith that the theory is not so abstract as it is
thought to be it woul.d justify the kind invi tation extended to me on
your behalf by my good friend parth.asarathy and endorsed by your
gracious pres ident Dr. Sundar ar aman,

NS S/11.10 .1976

--,



UNNOTICEDSY111-1ETRIESOF EINSTEIN'S RELATIVITYTHEORY. l' *

•. Alladi Ramakrishnan
11ATSCIENCE,The Institute of Hatiheraat.Lca'l SCiences,

Hadre.s, HID Ill.

+*+*+*+*+

"Tine has not withered nor space dissipated
the colour and charm of special relativity"

***

We shall show that striking symmetr Les are revealed by

revrrit1ng. the transformation formulae in special relativity as

a 'conservation law' involving n velocities. Hitherto these

symmetries were obscured by the particular form of the Lorentz

and velocity transformation formulae and the needless use of ~

multiplicity of words like - 'frame of reference', 'event',

'observer' 'light sinT>~'s I J clocks t and 'measuring rods t. In, ~ .,
the spirit of a previous paper we assert that Einstein's theory

is a perfect creation of the hunan mind, the elegance and beauty

of which are revealed when it is under s tood as a 1 natural comple-

tion of Newton'. We therefore recall the following conclusions

of that paper wh.l ch lead naturally to the 'symmetrisation of the

transformation ror-mulas ",

1. The Horld cons i sts of a multiplicity of massive
point particles moving parallel and \vith unf.f'orm
veloci ty \vith respect to one another.

2. An observer is anyone of these point particles.
An '0 bserver 1 is congruent vTi th a frame of
ref3rence and by definition is at rest.

.- .•••. ",,",", Y;;c;.,,]
..~....,.-"'¥.'
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3. An event is the 'occurrence or observation'
of a point massive particle at a point in
space and time.

4. There is an upper limit to the velocity of
any massive par tLc Le vli th r esne ct to another.

5. Tvro events separated by a space like interval
relate to two (i.e. different) particles.

6. Tl,'TOevents separated by .a time-like interval
relate to a single (i.e. same) particle.

A 'conservation Law ' in physics is usually stated in

mathematical terms as follows.

If a, b7 c, d, •••• e are values of a physical quantity

a+b+c+d = 0

The speCial theory of relativity is based on a modified conserva-

tion Lawr

a + b + C ...... ( S1L"TI of values taken s t ngly)

+ abc + bca ••• 0 eo _ (sum of products of three values)

+ abcde + o 0 • 0 C ~.•• (sum of products of five 'values)
- - . - . - - - -

+ ( SUI] of -oroducts of 2rif-l values) , = 0

wher-e 2r:1+l is the largest odd number less than or equal to the

total number n of values.

We can also express the above ImT in an equivalent form

(1 + a) (1 + b) ••••• (I-a) (I-b)=

Let us deal l,vitp. n massive uarticles moving uniformly'- .

and parallel ..•..li th respect to one another. Let us label the

particles 1,27." n. Let v~ represent the velocity of the jth
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particle relative to k. By definition

Jo k J"
v - V "iT = 0 for allIt--j''j

in cyclic order

j, k, vIe now take n values

v~ , v~ , •••• v~_l ' and v;.

Let (rn I n) *the sum of all possible ;)roducts of m members of

the set of 11. values, Then we \i,Ti te the conservation Law in

Einstein r s special theory of r elativi ty as

(1 I, n) + (3 I n)

Wenote that

.. ..... + (2m+l I n) = 0

(m] n) = (rn In-I) 1vn (m-L In-I)+

H~nce

+ v~ =
(1 In-I) + (3 In-I) ••••••

1 + (2 In-I) + (4 In-I) •••••
2 3 nthe 'resultant' of the .set vi, v2'••.•,vn_1•

= ·N= IT"

It is interesting to 'notice that

1 - v~ == ~ + v~ == (1 + v~) (1 + v~) •••••

1 + v~ 1 - v~ (1 - vi) (1 - v~) •••••

- N2 is factor is able as

(1 + v~_l) =
(1 - v~_l)

N+D
D - N'

.... o. (I=
Taking the case n = 3

( i

*All velocities are norma1ised 1,.7ith respect to the velocity of
light.
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1- v.." ==.,:) or==

=
3 2"i - "i""::;'--:::0---"2 wrri ch is tho I'am l.Lf.ar form

1 - vI VI

in wlri.ch \',"8 eXpI'c;SS the relation be tween ve l.oct ties of the same

particle 3 Ivith respect to the par t.Lc Les 1 and 2 respectively

knowi.ng the velocity of 2 Ivith respect to 1.

Let two events relating to particles j be separated by

space interval and time tj .when the particlej-l j-l is

the 'observer'.
j

j x. 1
= .....J.::..6.

v· 1
t~ 1J-
J-

~

')

t2 2 .•..3u

Thus ==
xl 1 xl 1..0

1
t3 t2 t3 x3 x2

2 1 1 I 1

yielding 3 3 2 x2 t3)Xl'") 'T)(Xl tl
CJ I J.

t3 == 'T)(t3 t2 x3 x·2 )2 I 1 1 .1

If we choose
2

'1 =
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i.e. (t~-(x2) ',is conserved with respect to changes of the
frames of reference and

X3 t2 .•..2 t3 x3 2 3 3 :2 33 1 1 J>.l 1 1 - vI tl
t3 tl v. x..L 1.X = = =2 , 2 •

/1 - (v2) 2
J ;--2-2

/ Cti)2 2 2 ,;
- (Xl) 1 1 - (vI)

Thus the Lorentz transformations follows as a natural consequence
of the velocity transformntion. We have here assumed that the
velociti~s are less than unity and therefore (t)2 - (x)2 is
positive. However the extension to the case rwhe n

3 2(Xl) is ne gative while

positive has been discussed in detail in the previous paper.
For general n we can v.Tite

D xn+l - N tnl-l D tn+l - 1'J ),.n+Int-I 1 1 tn+l 1 .~ ~l
xn = =')'

, n d,/ D2 r2 .p D2 N2- -~

where Nand D have been defined earlier.
~~ere for notational convenience we consider the spatial

and time Lrrter-val sbe'tween events relating to the 11+1th particle
"Then particle n and particle 1 are the 10bservers I respectively.

For n = 3 the conservation law takes the form
a + b + c + abc = o.

This form for n = 3 has been noticed by L.E.Palmer but it is
the case of general n that reveals the sytL~etries in the struc-
ture of the numerator and denominator in the expression for the
1 resul tant J •
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For the Case of n == 4 the conservation 1,nV' can be written

in the form

a+b+c+d= _ abed ( 1.+ ! + l + !)
a b c d

revealing tantalising symmetries between the velocities am their

reciprocals.

The elegant form of the· conservation law encourages us to de-

fine a physical quantity '~' of a particle j with respect to k

as
1 + vj 1Bj k

B~= -- = ::: 1k vj - B~-'- ,
J1 - k J

with the multiplicative prcperty

i.e. the 'resultant bias! is the product of the 'biases'.

The multiplicative property can also be expressed in the

equivalent form

•• • • • •

(t~ -~) (t~ •. ••• • • •==

which Can be compared va th the conventional invariant in special

relatuv1ty
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(~ = ... ...= •

The former case relates to spatial and temporal displacements of
various particle while the later deals with the dis-placements of
the same particle relative to other particles.

The quantity tbias' admits of a very elegant interpretation.
Before arriving at it we describe the circumstances under which the
velocity of a particle can assume the limiting value ±l. The particle
has to 'massless' to move ",ith velocity ±l with respect to a massive
particle but it is meaningless to speak of a massive particle moving
with respect to a massless particle since a massless particle cannot
be a frame of reference., In other words a -massless particle can be
"observeCfllbut cannot be an "obs er-ver", This is not an anomaly in the
concept of relative velocity but is a consequence of the mathematical
concept of a lini t in a lini ting pr oces s, This also implies that we
can extend the concept of an event to the observation of a massless
particle though we cannot treat it as a frane of reference.

Treating the (n+l)~h particle as massless we can set V~l= +1
J -for all j. The spatial and temporal separations of two events relat~

ing to the mas sIess particle with velocity +1 when j and k are
observer are connected by the Lorentz transformation formula

. n+-l
(1 - V~) tk"k

. n+L
(1 - v~ ~ n+l

= ~- ,../Bj
- k

n\-l
t .(+)

J
=-, . 2

(V~

-~--.--"-' -----.--- ---',._---_ .... _ ....
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.milarly for two events relating to a massless particle vii th velo-

. ty -1 separated by the s ame time interval t~l when k is f'r ame

reference w~ have

n+l
X. (_)

J

e ratio

.~.

n+l
.- Xj C-J_

n+l
X

j(+)

recognised to be the 'bias' of j vr.i.th respect to k, It is to

noted that the spatial and temporal intervals are altered by the
1

I e factor. fP.j
'" Bk

e velocity of the massless partmcle constant with respect to any

as we shift from particle k· to j keeping

ame of reference.
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PROFESSOR PAUL ERDOS

Professor Paul Erdos the eminent Hungarian Nwnber
Theories t visited Hadr as in January 1975 and gave two lectures

'at M1~TSCIEl~E. This provided an opportunity for Krishnaswami
Alladi a student of Vivekananda College, to consult the famous
mathematician regarding ,the research work he did during his
undergraduate studies. Therefore in this series of scientific
essays a radio talk of Krishnaswami Alladi about his association
with Professor Erdos has been included.

..._. __ ~__ ...;;r:.. .__.~_ .. +" __ • __ ~ • __ ~. __ •••••• .•• _ •••• _~_ .~ ' ~ __ • ~



!,1Y ASSOCIATION WITH PAUL ERDOS *

Kr ishnas ward, Alladi il

+*+*+*+

In the wor-Ld of na themat.Lcs and in narticular in number theory. .

Professor Paul Erdos is considered a phenonenono For little over forty
years he has been continuously producing original ua thenatd ca.l wor-k

of the highest quality and even now in his Did-sixties is still one of
the nost active nathenaticians in the world. But these are not just
the reasons why he is regarded as unique, for it is a cOQOon feature
or great scientists to contribute substantially for decades together.
So before I start describing DY association v1i th Professor Paul Erdos
let ne first give a description of who he is, the kind of work he
does and how he does it.

Paul Erdos is of Hungarian origin and is a professor at the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences in Budapest. But he is rarely there.
He is probably the world's nost widely travelled nathenatician and I
an sure that even diplonats like Kissinger would be baffled by this
record. Erdos believes that nathenatics survives ani gr(,ws essentially

because of CO[1mll1ication and constant exchange of ideas. It is his
philosophy that he should never stay at one place for too long a
tliJe. In fact he seldoD spends Dore than a couple of nonths at a
particular centre of research during a visit and usually he visits
universities only for a few days. But it is next to Lmposs fbt,e to
keep such a philosophy successful. First, one has to be a nathena-
tician of wor-Ld rank to be wanted everywhere. Secondly, Paul Erdos

.-..:-:----------------_._--------------Talk delivered at the All India Radio, Madras, on 13th Aug.1976.
~6.
i GradUc'1teStudent (:Hathenatics), University of California, Los Angeles,u.s.z ,



is so friendly that people feel it is always a pleasure to be his
hest. It voul.d be improper to call him a namad , for a nomad by de-
finition is a homeless man. On the other hand to Professor Erdos
every Universi tyis his home. So vie 'may j"'.1.stlydescribed him as a
mathematician eternally on the move from one home to another.

His friendliness brings us to another interesting side of the
story. Professor ~rdos has to his credit more than seven hundred
original papers published regularly over the last forty years. Of
these certainly more than a third are in collaboration ,vith others,
so much so that there is a we.lL known joke about 'Erdos number t in
the mathematical wor'Ld , 'Erdos numbers' are defined as follows. Erdos
himself has Erdos number zero. Any person who has directly collabo-
rated with him has Erdos number one. A collaborator of a collaborator
with Erdos has number t"TO and so on. The well known joke is that any
mathematician~ the present day who has joint paper with another does
have an Erdos number. In other wor-ds it is always possible to trace
one's 'ancestry' back to Erdos. In fact somebody asked Erdos why he
writes so many papers jointly vrrth others. Erdos is supposed to have
replied that it is his belief that he will live as long as half his
collaborators are alive and that is why he likes to have young
collaborators.

Let me now briefly mention the work that brought him fame.
Probably the most important theorem in the theory of numbers is the
prime number theorem. This was proved firs t at the end of the nine-
teenth century by two French mathematicians USing ~e highly sophisti-
cated theory of functions of a complex variable. For quite sometime
mathematicins were trying hard to get an elem~ntary proof, where the

---- ---- ---- -- .- --~--~ ----- - ";,,
. @ ; I
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word elementary is not to be misunderstood. Elementary here means
that the proof does not involve complex analysis. It was cOl~idered
a sensation "men in 1947. Professor Erdos along vuth Selberg gave an
elementary proof of the prime number theorem. His contributions have
been to mainly to number theory and more recently he is wor-k.Lng on
the rapidly growing subject of graph theory, where too he is an autho--
rity. I think by now you must have begun to realise that Professor
Paul Erdos is doubtlessly a phenomenon. Let me now mention briefly
my meeting him and how our joint paper C~1e abOut.

It was in June 1973 when I participated in the International
SU.IT1l11erInstitute in Number' Theory in Ann Arbor, Nichigan, U.S.A. that
I first heard of Paul Erdos as a phenomenon. Unfortunately I could
not meet him then for I had to come away to Madr-as , It was however a
fortuitous circumstances when in January 1975 Erdos passed through
l1adras ern-cute to Australia. He gave four Lec tures here, tvlO at my
fatlb.ertsInstitute l1atscience, and two more at the Ramanujan Institute.
I attended all his lectures and explained to him the problems I was
interested in. At that time I WaS working on the properties of the
arithmetic function representing the Sl~ of the prime factors of an
integer. I expressed the opinion that it is rather strange that this
function had not been discussed in detail before. He then went to
A~tralia where he spent a few weeks and moved to the U.S.A. Through-
out his travels we were in regular correspondence exchanging ideas
on this function. In fact at about the same time he wrote a letter
recommending me to UCLA and I owe my present position there to his
kind letter and the efforts of my professor, Straus there.
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~uddenly one day I got a letter from Professor Erdos saying
that we should put our ideas together in the form of a joint paper.
Naturally I was over joyed at the idea of collaborating ,vith one of
the greatest mathematicians of the present day. "~ccording to G.H.Hardy
anybody who could give a new proof of the Prime Number theorem attained
immortality. Erdos had not only given a new promf but a sensationally
new one, as I had mentioned before. So I seized this golden opportu-
nity and worked hard for the next f'ew months to complete our results.

The next task was how this joint paper is to be written8 This
'vas solved by another fortuitous circumstance. I was to join the
mathematics department of the University of California, Los Angeles
in early September 1975, and Erdos was any v-laYcoming there for a f'ew

weeks visit during that time. So we agreed to vlI'itethe paper in
Los Angeles. Little did I realise how popular- he is till I saw him
at UCLA. In Madras I had him for myself all the time. But there he was
swarmed with mathematicians and friends most of the time. still he
was as kindly generous that he gave me two hours a day from 8 a.m. to
9 asm, in the morning and one hour in the afternoon when we had lunch
together. In the course of a fortnight we brought our plans to
compf.exton and divided how our joint paper was to l>lI'itten. I recollect
with pride and joy how he invited me to lunch to a restaurant just
before he left. He came back again to UCL1~ in April 1976 ani in these
few months he had done to Calgary, Cambridge, Israel, Texas, New York
Rochester, Berkeley and several other institutions in the U.S.A. In
fact by the time he came back I had the revised version of the paper
ready, and it was just in time for me to get his approval which I
did of course.

d4(
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The main theorem of our paper deals with a new estimate on

large prim) factors of an integer based on the idea of Hardy and

Ramanujan that most prime factors of a number occur Single, I had

the opportunity to present this work on our behalf at Annual West

Coast number theory conference, in December 1975, held at Asilomar

beach near San Fransisco, whor-e mat.hematztcf.ans from allover met

in at setting (bf incomparable beauty.

So let me conclude by saying that Paul,Erdos is one of the

most romantic figures in NumberTheory and in mathematics in recent

time. It has been a pleasure and a privilege collaborating with

him and believe me it is in education in itself to associate one-

self with him. I hope in the future I could write many paper like he

did but even a few of such calibre would be highly satisfactory.

NSS/6.12.76



Alladi Ramakrishnan
MATSCIENCE·? Madras-20 e

****
It is as much a faith as it is a fact that the creative

contributions of India in mathematics and m.athematical sciences
in recent years are more in keeping with international standards
than in applied science and technology. I shall attempt a rapid
review of the growth of mathematical sciences in India during the
past sixty years starting with the solitary splendour of Ramanujan
to the present day when India is providing hundreds of young
emigrant mathematicians to the scientific establishments of Europe
and the United States. I shall conveniently divide the sixty years
into three periods - 1920-1945 the age of individual genius ~
1945-1970 the Bhabha era of professionalism in science and 1970 to
the present day with a peep into the future of professional mathematics.

I'i'Iodernmathematics in India has a single starting point in
space and time 9 the "10 rk 0f Srini vasa Ramanuj an in Madras in the
theory of numbers. He came out of nowhere at the dawn of this
century 9 just a phenomenon which burst and blazed forth a light of
such intensity as is still shining today with undiminished brilliance.
The fact t.hathe was recognised even at school and at college clearly
showed that there was at that time an intellectual community capable
of understanding such creative work and estimating such mathematical
genius. However, unf'ortuna'tel.y there WaS not at that time a group of
persons or institutions which could benefit directly by the presence
of such creative genius in the country. Today? number theory is no
longer an isolated discipline, for it has ramifications over all the
domains of modern mathematics. Ramanu j an t s contributions arc
influencing the entire domain of mathematical development engaging
the attention of leading minds in centres like Harvard and Princeton~
Cambridge and Conttingen.------------~----~------------.
* Talk delivered at the Madras Station of All India Radio on Monday,

the 9th of August, 1976 •.
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fu.ring the period 1920-1945 there wer-ehonours and M.Sc. courses
in Indian Uni versi ties demanding high standards of performance of
students who were mainly qualifying theHlselves for the civil service
and similar professions. Creative science attracted only a few
individuals and there Here no insti tlitions sponsoring systematic
research. Satyen fuse, Megnad Sah.a Chandr asekhar-, Bhabha and
Harish-Chandra are perhaps shining examples of such individual .effort.
Chandrasekhar left for Cambridge and then migrated to Chicago;
Harish-Chandra did much the S8..'1lebut taking to pure ma thelilaticsafter
reaching the United States. Besides these, of course there were many
indiv,idual ma'thematdcf.ansLi.ke Vijayaraghava.n, Ganapa thf Iyer and
VaidYal1.athaswamywho carried on work in lonesome glory in their
respective Universities.

It has to be accepted and emphasised that systematic research
at doctoral and post-doctoral lever in mathematical sciences started
with the creation of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research at
Bombay by Professor Bhabh a •. His greatest contribution to Indian
science was that for the first time'in the annals of Indian society,
mathematical sciences became a profeSSion changing the entire face of
Indian technological and economic development.

The Bhabha era started in 1945 at Keni.Lwor-th , a beautiful little
private home in Feddar Road in Bombay, the initial venue of the
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. It w~s my privilege to be
aSsociated with the architect of Indian science at the inception of
this great effort. Within two decades after the creation of the
department of atomic energy? crores of rupees "/ere spent on research
in newly constructed gigantic establisrunents and the Tata Institute
received its full share of support from the Government of India. It
Was the good fortune of the Indian mathematiCian Chandrasekharan to
join the Institute when the tide of support for basic research Was
at its peak. With his organising ability he was able to attract the
best of talent towards mathematics in the Tata Institute of Fundronent2l
Research.

~------------'--------.-...-------.•.-----------------
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DDxingthe past twenty five years that Institute has produced
about a dozen first rate ma'themata oi ane p the name of Raghavan
N2xasinh~anstanding out prominently for his great cOIltributions to
complex va+i abf.e theory. However the oulrpuf of doctorates in
quantity has been too small and the range of interests too narrow to
make any impact on the tecImological and eco,::,_:,~i('cA,relopment of our
euuntry. It was soon realised that there ·~12.S a need for Insti tutions
for higher r-esear-ch in ma'tnematd cs in 0 thoY I'a:r.··~;8 of the country.
Somewere created within the Universities 8.3 cent:res of advanced
research as in Chand.igrrrh and Madras vruLo '~he Insti tute of Mathematdcaf

Sciences Was started in Madras independent of the Universities. An
expanding community of professional mathematician.s with doctorate
degree is emerging from these centres. It was to be seen whether these
mathematicians will be needed by industry in India and or whether they
will seck opportuni ties in the more affluent institutions in the United
States 0

In the realm of statistics9' India produced a personality as
impressive and pervasive as that of Professor Bhabha. Professor
Mahalonobis waGthe founder of the Indian Statistical Institute in
the early 1930s~ He was particularly for~Jnate in his early stud~nts -
Professor C.R.Raop R.C.Bose and S.N.Roy who became sta.tisticians of
world-wide reputation. Hhile tvlO of them migrated to the United
States 9 C.R.Rao remained in India making funuamental contributions
to this day and car-ryf.ng f'orwar'd the message end spirit of IVIal1alonobis.
India has. been particularly strong in statist-i.cs and many a time I
have been asked. wna't the favourable factors were for this predilection
towards statistics.

Though statisti0s has been a favouritc professionp the study of
stochastic processes has been confined to only a few groups in our
country. It Wasmy privilege to be associated wi, th the famous
British ma~heillatical statisticians Professors Bartlett end Kendall
in thc 1950s and I Was able to tr8.in a band of Ph.D. students in
M.adrasf'oLLowjng my own work , a summaryof which was published in the
Handbuch dcr Physik in 1956. It is gratifying that one of my
distinguished coU.e aguea Professor Vasudevan is car-ryf ng out a
vigorous programac 0'£ research vii th -ille eminent mathematician
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rofessor Dick Bellman of California on the application of mathematical
:ethods to biological end mcdf.e al. sciences. Other cerrtr-es for work
.n stoch2:Jtic processe s are tllC Indian Insti -Cuteof Te,chnology in
'adras and the l\nnamale~ University.

In the domain of theoretical physics Bh2.bh8. , s contributions
stand out supreme in India during the past thirty yearso There has

.:been no original contribution from an Institution wi thin India compa-
rable with th2t of Bhabha's work during the past few decades. The
period has been the golden age of Physics in .America with an uninter-
rupted flow of Nobel Prize wi.nni.ngideas from physicists like
Feyrunan and G~llmal1.,Bethc and Schwinger. Institutions wi thin India
have produced a broad spectrum of competent middle class physicists
who ~rovide effective support to the experimental groups in the
c01IDtry. At Matscience we were able to complete a comprehensive
programme on matrix theory inspired by Bhabha's own particular leanings
towexds the subject.

In applied mathematics the story is about the same. Though
there have been active schools under persons like B.R.Seth and
P.L.Bhatnagar in the Institute of Technology? there are not many
applied ma'thematd.c i ans of world stature. In the realm of astro-physics
Chendrasekhar's name shine s in uni que glory and there seems to be a
very little interest in Indial1universities in astrophysical probleillso
A beginning has been made to support the experiDental group in radio
astronomy with theoreticians and only the future can unfold whether
we will have an effective grouy or not in the astrophysical Sciences.

Thus surveying the entire scene in India we must confirm our
belief that it is only in the realm of pure mathem.atics that India
made great strides.with Harish-Chandra as the leading. light of our
times. Very recently I had the opportunity to meet him at work in
his spacious and comfortable room in the Institute for Adve.nced Study
over looking the luscious lawns and the verdant environment of tnat
famous eerrtre of learning where Einstein f01IDd his haven and Oppenhcf.me.

propagated his ideas. Today Harish-Chandra is reckoned among the
greatest ma'theme.td cdans of the world like Weil ? Selberg? Erdos,
Grothendick and Serre. Watching him I felt very optimistic about
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India's future role in mathomatdcaj. sciences. What ve need today is
just a stimulating a'tmo aphero of compet.I ti v e research to foster the
'genius that already exists in our country. }. fow suggestions would

.' '

be relevant whl ch if taken seriously woul.d help in creating such an
atmosphere.

1. it fraction of tho staff in graduate colleges should hold
research degreese Adequate facilities should be provided for
research-minded etaf'f to participate in conferences and seminars,

2. Active scientists from outside should be invited to deliver
weekly seminars at colleges <illduniversities.

3. Organisation of annual symposia where the work from research
institutions should be actively compared and discussed.

4. Provision of adequate f'unde for research worker s to present
papers and partiCipate in an International conferences.

5. Travelling fellowships within India to stimulate corupetition
and friendly cooperation.

If out of a vacuumIndia has produced Ramanu.jan, Chandrasekhar
and Har-ish-Chandr-a, can we not foresee the magnatude of the possi bi-
Li. ties if a sui table environment is provided for the discovery and
encouragement of such' talent allover the country?



Qdj•.!lliERS_..IN HAT.:JiEl!Ili. T rCAL *SC~~

Alladi Ranakrl shnan

Let 1:.1econgr at.ul.a te f.1r.0za and the sponsors of the seninar for

imaginative enterprise of br:inging together young aspirants to

the range and scope of careers in nat.henat Lcaj sciences. r
that l·1r.Oza has anticipated and t.alcen a march over De in

. rganising this c onfere:a::e which I nyself have been planning at our

. nstitute for sane tzl ne, The sponsors could not have chosen a better

'.i·t1oDent~for our country today is on the threshold of a great intellec-

tual renaissance with the LnnedLa'te prospect of harnessing the abundant

resources of scientific talent for its economic and social regeneration.

The last four decades have seen greater changes in hQ~an civi-

lisatimn than centuries before and these changes are the direct and

inevitable results of great discoveries in science and the consequent

progress in technology and industry.

the ten years preceding the war vli tnessed the developnent of
aviation ,;iith propeller aircraft and electronics based on the thereo-

nionic value wht.ch transforned the braaapor t and conmmtcat.ton systen

in the world. The aborrl,c age was born in 1945 when the first I.la:~ade·

explosion occurred at Aruogorodo in the deserts of NewNexf.c o, Avia-

tion and the harnessing of nuclear power were, in nagni, tude and in-

tensity, greater than anything achieved before and in the view of

Winston Churchill Dan suddenly found hinself in possession of the

neans of his destruction or his salvation. Equally spec~acular have

been the further advances in aviation 'through.v the discovery of jet

propulsion and in solid state electronics through tra:nsistors, nicro-

t1iniaturised integrated circuits and new types of anplifiers .:_. ,....;

*Key-note address delivered by Professor Alladi Banalrr ishnan in the
Seminar on ICareers in VJatherJ2.tical Sciences r, on 9th February 1976.
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lasers and masers which altered the pace of hULlanactivities

nd the range of cormunf.cationa S.in1J~t.aneous Ly was ushered in the

laying at the disposal of 11anan instrunent almost as

''versatile as and les s fallible than the human brain. By 1960 the

stage was set for space exploration wru.ch was achf.eved during the

last feYl ye2rI's. Thus we are today living in a world as different

fron that before the war as the vlOrld of the early twentieth century

waS fron that before the industrial revolution.

The most important difference between the technologies of the

post-'\var and pr c-war periods is the pre-eninent role of nathenat.Lcaj,

sciences. It was theoretical physicists like Bohr and Einstein who

conceived of the possibility of releasing nuclear energy fron fission

of it was Ferni who confirmed their predictions in the laboratory.

It was Oppenheiner, then a young physicist at Berkeley, who was chosen

as the architect of the.atonic energy pr ogramne, Scientists like

Teller and Bethe realised that fusion was a greater source of energy.

The billion dof.Lar .nar ch -in three decades f'rori the mechani.c a.L differ-
Harvard. to

ential analysGr atl the IBM370 of multinational conglomerates has
been made possible through efforts initiated by nabhenat.Lc Lans like

Johann Von NewJann and solid state physicists like Bardeen and

Shockley. The role of nathenutical sciences in the space age is just

too obvious to be stressed when interplanetary travel and space ex-

ploration are beconing a reality.

In this conpj.ex technological society, statistical studies are

essential in indUstry and aconorri.cs , agriculture and food production

planPing and managenent, population growth and control biology and

medicine. The U.N. sponsored or garrl sat.Lorsare enploying statisticians

-----------~---"------.---.- ---_._--.---- -~-.- - -
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of high conpetence in increasing nunbers , It is no surprise that a

for economtcs 'vas awarded to I.E.Koopman, a mathemat.Lc al,

economist.

The nat.henat.Lc Lan today has a wide choice of careers in which

he can use his har dwcn experience. Hathenutical science has become

a node of thought, 3. d.l scLp'l.Lne whi.ch 011e acquires assiduously before

applying it to various donains.

Anong the nat.henatrl.c i.ans today who take their Haster f s or Ph.D.

degrees only five per cent Day continue to take creative nat.henatztcs

as a career and seek high universi ty posi tions. Since their talents

becone obvious at a very early age the identifi cation of the ten per

cent is not difficult. Another twenty per cent can t~{e to teaching

in schools, college and technical institutions. The rest should apply

their lcnowledge to practical ends in various fields. Thus the nathe-

nat tc Ian has an f eightfold way' open to hf,n on graduation.

1. Creative nnthenaticians in universities and specialised
insti tutions.

2. Teaching in schools, colleges and technical institutions.

3. generation distribution and conservation of energy and
power fron nuclear and other sources.

4. Aerodynanics, Aeronautics and Space Technology

5. Electronics and Comrrurdcatdon Sciences

6. Conput.er- Sciences

7. Statistics and application to Life Sciences - Btlogy
and l-iedicine.

8. Statistics and application to Econonics, Planning and
Managenent in Industry and Agriculture.

To nake effective use of the steady strean of mathenatical

talent two najor developnents are necessary in our country.

---- -.L- _
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1. The educational institutions [lust attract creative nathe-

of the highest quality, so that the Llathenatical spirit

can perneate arts and sciences. In a recent report f'r-om the United

stated that the nedian salary for nathenat.Lcf.ans is

twenty three thousand dollars per annum, About twenty five per cent

get DOre than thirty while ten per cent get DOre than forty thousand

dollars, taking into account their consulting practice. It is

.therefore necessary thatuniversi ties in India should [lake rrabhenat.Lcs

an attractive profession.

2. .There Dust be an awakerd.ng ancngst the sponsors of techno-

logy and industry that throught-ful planning, optinisation and pro-

gnnst.Lca'td.on are necessary for econorri.c advancenerrt ani therefore

nabhenat Lcf.ans, scientists and statistlcians should be enployed .....

in larg~nULlbers along with personal of technical skill and conpetence.

With increased sophistication in technology the distinction bctween

shf't; and hardware is dLsappear Lng, the softest of sof'bware being the

hunan brain.

Looking at the scene in India the outlook is pronising since

our nation has entered, as an eff€ctive partner along with the

affluent countries, the age of nuclear energy, space e~ploration and

conputor science. If we are taking these developnents 'for granted we

should renenber that these have been the direct result of the ideas

and plans which originated in a single mi.ndabout thirty yealS ago -

that of Dr.Hord J.Bhabha whose versatility was as legendary as that

of Leonardo Da Vinci - nat.henatLcLan, physicist, engineer, architect,

artist, planner, ailiJinistrator, a brilliant guide and an active worker

who never lost his youthful Lnagf.nata.on in adult life and was gifted

With wisdoIJ and judgnent even in this ear Ly youth •

....-----.---.-~ ..- -. _ .. - _ _ ..__._------------------;
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The greatest transfornation Bhabha has achieved is to throw
the doors of the ivory tower ani let the scientist nove out

to enrich the lives and. ensure the well-being of those ijround hiD.
The optdrai.sra which I Lnbf.bed fron IJ.Y gr ea t :teacher Profes sor Bhabha

has been enhanced during ny travels during the past thirty years
and contacts "lith scientists in over tV-TO hundred institutions of
higher learning in the world today.

It is a world enlightened by Einstein and Heisenberg, spanned
by Junbo-jets £l.nd. Concords, girdled by satellites and skylabs, linked
to sister planets through nanned and UIa1anned spacecraft, where al-
nos t instantaneous commml ca t.Lon is possible across oceans and con-
tinents and even interplanetary space. It is Tennyson Is vision cone
true - of heavens filled with cO[UJerce, of argOSies of oagic sails
and airy navies grappling in the blue. Bliss is to be alive at this
period in hWJan history but to be very young is heaven. So God
bless you, the fortunate youth, in your endeavours and aspirations •.

NSS/4.l2.1Z6

------- ---------- ------------------------- •.....-----_ ...._--.•..-



INDIAN CONTRIBUTJON TO J:gi.THE1!JAT~:~LSCIENCES DURING THE~T
TvJE NTY FIVE YECiliS*.. .

Alladi Ramakrishnan

This is an attempt at a rapid review of the Indian contribu-
tion to mathematical sciences during the past twenty five years,
that is, after the birth of India's freedom and the organised
sponsorship of science in our Instit~tes and Universities. In this
account, by mathem~tical sciences I shall mean pure mathematics,
theoretical physics and statistics and I shall not refer to applied
mathematics, the ramifications of which are too numerous for. the
present discussion.

After the genius of Ramanujan had burst, blazed forth and
vanished there followed a period of three decades when the Indian
Mathematical scene waS illuminated by similax, isolated but
brilliant minds like Vijayaraghavan, Chowla, Vaf.dyanabhaswamy,
Ganapatby Iyer and S.S.Pillai in pure mathematics~ Sat yen Bose and
IvIegnadSaha in theoretical physics. While abundant mathematical

in our schools and Colleges there 1ilC'.S little or no interesttalent was available/in creative research in .our country. Even a
brilliant product of an Indian Ulllversity like Chandrasekhar, after
graduation, went to Cambridge and migrated to the United States
starting a career which took him to supreme heights of fame and
honour as an astrophysi~st during hi~ tenure at the Yerkes Obser-
vatory and the University of Chicago.
*_- ~- , ~_:__._--..-...,..-,_. __~..... -__ s-_. _.•.-- ....• ,......,.

Talk delivered at the All India Radio, Madras on 8th J'anuary, 1975.
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The first major organised effort in the mathematical sciences
initiated by Professor Bhabha who carrived in India in 194-0

fresh from his laurels in Cambridge, carrying the great surges of
mathematic~l thought from various centres of learning in Britain
and Europe. Harishchandra who became one of the most famous mathe-
maticians in the v10rld started his work as a student of theoretical
physics under Professor Bhabha. After making Significant contribu-
tions to theoretical physics Har-Lshchandra moved to the realm of
pure mathematids when he migrated to the United States. His mathe-
matical contributions relating particularly to Lie Algebra and group
representations have brought him international glory. Though he
is now settled as a professor at the Institute for Advanced Study
at Prine eton,his inf1uence is directly felt in India thro~ his
contributions.

The greatest reVolution .-lhichBhabha achleved was to make
mathematical sciences an active and attractive profession. Starting
with a one room Cosmic ray research unit at the Indian Institute of
SCience, Bangalore, he became the creator, sponsor, sustainer and
leader of the gigantiC atomic energy prograrune which inCluded in its
scope large-scale development of mathematical sciences. At about
that time Heenakshisundaram and Chandrasekharan had established
themselves as mathematicians of the first magnitude. Of them
Chandrsekharan grasped the opportunity offered by Bhabha's predi-
lection for excellence in mathematical SCiences, joined the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research in Bombay and initiated a rigorous
mathematiCal discipline in India on 1true Western lines 1. His books

on Analytical number theory and Arithmetic functions are standard
works characterised by clarity, consci=saness and completeness.
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_Under his leadership there was a dramatic period of expans Lon

and achf.evemerrt , when the Institute dr-ew the best talent from our

Universities. The name of Raghava.n Narasimha~ stands out for his

contribution to Complex Analysis. He has settled down as a professor

at the University of Chicago in the United Stated, while Chandra-

sekha..ran shifted to Zurich, S'rlit zer'Land , The high traditions of

those mathematicians are being continued by active wor-ker-s at the

Tata Institute.

Though Bhabha is famous as the sole architect of the atomic

energy programme and the chief sponsor of mathematical sCiences, his

own scientific contributions are of estimable value in two fields -

theoretical Physics and Stochastic theory. In theoretical physics

every paper' of his was of f'undamensa'L significance - meson physics,

relativd;stic "lave equations and the Dirac algebra. He 'enlarged

the rythm' of the Dirac equation to discribe particles of higher

spin. It is a curious fact that further wor-k on the Dirac Algebra

came also from c:a different direction from the group associated

i.vith me at IVladras. Weextnled the Dirac structure to higher di-

mensional matrices leading to the generalization of the Clifford

i/ algebra tOllIDreparameters and higher powers.

In the rea.lm of stochastic theory Bhabha set in motion a new

wave of ideas through his famous paper on cascade theory which won

for him the Fellowship of the Royal Society. It is in the appendix

to that paper we observe the first gleams of stochastic theory as

applied to physical processes. Hy colleagues and I were inspired by

the questions raised by him and in developing sbochas t.Lc theory »te

used new analytical methods and new concopts ~hich i.rere sumrr~rised in

1956 in my article in the Handbuch der Physik.

---. ~---- -- --.~- .-.._ .._._------------ ,
t
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In Calcutta in the mid-thirties a young physLcst had moved

the domain of statistics and by his personal magnetism, talent

or organisation and creative genius, he established the now famous

Indian Statistical Institute. Naha'Lonobf.s gathered round

of the brightest merr who have made significant contributions

to probabilit¥ and ?tatistics. Amilinghis first students were R.C.Bose

S.N.Roy anI C.B..Rao. Wh5.J.c Bose and Roy moved to the United Ste.tes

ap.dhelped to build the department of statistics .at~\· lNorth Carol.Lna,

C.R.Rao ~ontinues to be the leading light of Indian Statistics to

this day. There are m~nyeminent Indian Statisticians to-day occupy-

ing high academic positions in various universities and centres in

the United States. Thus in the field of statistics India can claim

a fair share in "'orld leadership.

In presenting the r evLew, I have taken the attitude of a

tourist "Tho.was asked tOCO"'JIltthe Skyscrapers of NewYork. I have

mentioned only those that strike myvision and the listeneTs can ex-

trapolate tl11'Ol1:shanalogy and comnarLsena,

Looking at the Indian scene today the outlook s~ems very br Lght ,

Indeed India has and will continue to make major~ntributions to the

vlOrldwide endeavour in mat.hemabLcaj, soi.ences e Though many of our

finest mabhemat.Lc i.ans are in the United States they are really products

of the Indian environment for they had their undor graduate education

in India and in some seJ?Se had discovered themselves before seeking

opportuni~ies elsevmere. This implies that the material avialable

in our schools and Universities is first rate. With a little imagi-

native planning on the part of the sponsors and a streak of idealism

in the aoadem'lcLans 11[e can retain our talented men within the countr-y

while pr'ovLdLng them opportunities to propagate thej.r work outs ide

its frontiers •. While science is international the resources

-- --- -- -~-. '~' ._-----.- ----- --- _.------ ------~~--------~~. ;. .,
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sustain natiheriatd cal, effort are essentially national. Tod2.Y

\re have three flourishing institutions of research, the To..ta

Institute, in Bonbay , the Indian Statistical Institute, in Cuf.cut tc

the Institute of Hathermtical Sciences, in Madras, udilJancedcentres

within Universities at Chamigarh c.rd Nadr as ard nany active

dep2rtnents in other Universities and technological institutions.

vie L1UStnake a concerted effort to search for creative

talent in our schools and colleges. ~veDust enliven the scientific

atmosphere by stinulc.ting conpe bf tion vli thout pernicious rivalry.

WeDust provide a fornn:for free discussion and dissenil12.tion of

knowledge and encourage pUblication of scientific results without

compronising standc.rds of excellence. The question of 'relevance

is irrelevant' in first rate research - for na thenat.Lcs is a product

of the hunan rd nd, the health and excellence of whi.ch vrill ensure

beneficial influences fron technological and scientific aChievenents.

NSS/4.l2.76
(r-ty.)

--.- .. - .-.-.-- .. ---- - -,-..- - --- .-.~------- .. ~-- - -._--- --
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Alladi Ramakr Lshnan

The Institute of Hathematical SCiences or HATSCIENCE as it isthe
well-known or/Jewel of Tamil Nad as I called it before the President
of India, is the only one of its kind in our country devoted to the
pursuit of mathematical sciences in all their ramifications from
abstract mathematical 10E,:::'cto the apnlications of analytical methods
to technology and the life sciences. In structure and constitution
it is modelled on the famous Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton
with accepted emphasis on creative research on international standards
of excellence. Its academic staff is divided inmthree groups,
permanent members who are ·full or associate professors of established
reputation in their respective fields, visiting scientists providing
stimulus and competition for creative thought and younger nenbers
working for their Ph.D. under the guidance of the uermanent memberse

The Ph.D. progranwe is intended to bring senior scientists into close
contact with the younger generation and in this sense it is an addit~
tiona.l feature not usually present in centres for advanced learning
outside the universities.

The most striking feature of the Institute is the complete free-
dom given to a scientist during the tenure of his work here. It is
accep-wd as axiomatic that excellence in creative work can be aChieved
only whe n a person is able to think and work in 1 enlightened leisure 1

1<Ti th 1absolute freedom t to publish the results of his research. The
relevance of rosear ch to economic development and the utilisation of
ffiQthematicalmethods are achwved by bringing scientists in different
disciplines together rather than by prescribing, imposing, predeter-
mining or restricting the nature of work of a creative scientist.~- •....•. '-~- ..•. -.. - . - ..•..--._. --~~--

Talk delivered at the All India Radio, Hadras on 23rd August 1974.

J
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To stimu'Late exchange of' ideas, active workers from other centres are
frequently invited to give seminars at the Institute on their research
work and opportunities are afforded to members of our Institute to
participate in scientific meetings at home and abroad.

To estimate its present aChievements and understand the future
programme '';8 must be aware of the circumstances that led to the crea-
tion of the Institute. The stirring story of its creation is part of

,the annals of Indian science. I take this opportunity to recall the
.r:

magiC moments when the miracle happend. Till the year 1952 there was
no research department in physics in theUniversity of Hadr-as, I had
the privilege of joining as its first member in June 1952. Frequent
travels during the ten years of my tenure at the University convinced
me that theoretical physics should be fostered side by side with
experimental work and mathematics should form the real basis for
theoretical physics. Since opportunities in the university were
meagre for theoretical Physics, I gathered a group of young aspirants
in my family ~ome Eka.mra Nivas where we discussed current problems
at informal seminars. This attracted the attention of Professors
Bohr and Dirac, Bellman and. Lighthill, Salam and Chandrasekhar anI
through a series of· events each improbable as the other 1 the Insti-
tute was created on the 3rd January, 1962 by the Government of Madras
with thq'support of the Prime Hinister of India, Jawaharlal~_Ne~u ani
the financo minister of our State, 11r.C.Su'Wramaniam. The creation
of l1atscience set in motion an intellectual-. renaissance, the nature
and magnitude of which will be realised in the years to come. We
have been fortunate in receiving the continued support of the Govern-
ment of Hadras throug'I-J.the successive Chairman of the Board of
Governors, Subra~aniam, Venkataraman and now Nedunche zhf.yan, We hope
the assistance of the Government of India will match the magnificent

'".
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support of the State Government.

Our initial efforts for the first four years ''Tere Co

the theory of stochastic processes and ,
;~i;!

particles. Professor Bhabha can weL'L be considered the fath

research in stochastic theory in India and l1atscience as the

ful heir to this legacy and tradition. I was initiated into

tic theory in the year 1947 when I wor-ked under Professor Bhabha

on the famous fluctuation problem of Cosmic Rpdia.tion.

done in association "rith my colleagues amounts to an extension,

pansion, modification development of Bhabha's original ideas and

is the highest tribute I can pay to my most revered teacher and

guide. This has naturally resulted in the creation of new techniques

and methods which are finding increasing applications. In the year

1971, a summary of this work was prose~ted at the International

Conference on Point Processes at LB.H. Yorkbown Heights, NewYork.

It is extensively quoted in text books of A.T.•Bharucha-Reid (J::1cGraw

Hill), H.S.Bartlett; (Cambridge), T.E.Harris (Springer Verlag) and in

':ilmurJlerablepapers.

Hy distinguished co.l.Ieagues Professors Vasudevan, Rangaga than

and Radhal~ishnan are carrying on this 'stochastic tradition' with

remarkable ingenuity to a wide range of ~pplications in statistical

mechanics, solid state physics and even biology and medicine.

After the amazing triumph~ of Feynman's formalism of quantum

eLec tr-odynam.Lcs in 1949, no one dared to attempt improvements or

suggest alterations in the theory. For the first time the division

of the pr opagabor- was suggested at NatscLence , the new concept of

FeyruJ.anpatterns in~roduced and the mathematical consequences studied

in intricQte detail. Reference to this has been made by Professor

. ----"' J
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vFeinberg and the most recent work in the Physical Review indicates a

surge of interest in these new aspects of Feynman formalism. Detailed

announceme.rts were made in a "mIl-attended seminars at Standrord and

BerkelV' as early as 1962, in Rochester in 1963. A summary was

presented at the Capital Conference on graph theory in 1973 at

vlashington,D. C.

Professor Bhabha Is predilection towards matrix theory is vlell

known in scientific circles and my own interest in that subject can

be traced to my association with him as early as 1974. I need only
.

refer to series of original papers conta~ned in my book 'L-matrix

Theory or the Grannnar of Dirac Hatrices I • All the papers have_been

reviewed in Nathematical Reviews.

The new approach to matrix theory waS presented at the inter-

national conference on Numerical Analysis at" Dublin this year in an

invi ted one-hour address.

Today, the Dirac equation for the electron is t:re only valid

equation in physics and attempts were ~ade by Bhabha to extend such

equation to other elementary particles. There are other possible

extensions than that suggested by Professor Bhabha and tp~s is in-

Cluded in my book on 'L-matrix theory'. This led to higher dimen-

sional Dirac matriRes, the generalized Clifford algebra and a new

approach to internal quanbummimbers and a generalization of the

Gell-Nann-Nishijima relation. The paper on internal quantum munbers

was presented at the Rutherford Centenary Conference in the year 1971

held at Christ Church, NewZealand.

The most active members of our group in high energy and nuclear

physics are Professors Santhanam and Srinivasa Rao who have "fOrked

on various branches of physics .•.weak, electromagnetic and strong

interactions.

-------- ----------------~~-----,-
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The contribution entitled lEinstein - A natural completion of

Ne~~n' has appeared in the Solomon Bochner issue of the Journal of

l1athematica.l Analysis and ilpplications (1973). It purports to set at

rest all futile speculations regarding the existence of faster than

lit;-ht particl~s": by means of a simple and oLegarrt mathematical approach.

This wor-kwas presented at the University of Texas at Dallas before

accredited experts on gravitation theory.

Wehave an eaual interost in the general theory of relativity

and tte fundamental prinCiples of quantum mechanics and wor-k in these

domains is go~ng under the direction of my eminent colleague Professor

K.H.Narivlalla.

As 'rill be seen from the above sunrraaries~ our research work is

closely connected with the contributions of the eminent Indian

so. entists., Bhabha and Chandras ekhar , the reputed statisticians Bartlett

and Kendall, the world famous Nobel Prizemen Feynman and Gell-Hann and

the scientific seers of all time, Einstein and Dirac.

While vlOrking in theoretj.cal physics, we were quite cons cious

of our inadequacies and "rell awar-e of the all pervasive nature of

the mathematical discipline. The preamble to the constitution of our

Institute puts upambiguous emph~sis on the development of mathe-
. ..'-

matical sciences in the widest possible rqnge. In January 1966, a

significant beginning was made in pur e 11athematics in a spirit so weLl.

cxpr es scd by Professor 1:1arhsall Ii.Stone the mathematician IS atti tudle

to other disciplines such as physics is something like. II try to

help everyone but I have also my own concerns'.

Professor Unni is our leading mathematician and vdth Singleness

of purpose he devoted himself to the building of the mathematics

group vnth the initial impetus given to him by Professor Hayman,
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a vis! ting professor at l'iatsciencein 1966. Unni' s main interest is
in functional analysis but he is orienting the future programme tn our
Institute so that it can play ~ very important role in the applica-
tions of mathematical sciences to economic and social needs retaining
its identity as an international centre in functional analysis. The
succes s of the International Conference in January 1973 through the
active participation of over sixty mathematicians from over twenty
countries is the highest tribute which the wor Ldwi de mathematical
community has paid to our courrtr y in general and l'1atsciencein
particular •

The students of Hatscience are finding easy access to the great
centres of learning after obtaining their Ph.D. degree. Our academic
staff is in close contact vdth about 266 research institutes abroad
and with more than 300 scientists of outstanding eminence the world
over. It is I·lithjustifiable pride that we can look back on the
achievements of the Institute for the past twelve years.

vie look rorward to the future withunfailing faith in the mathe-
matical talents of the rising generation. We cannot prmmise them afftu-
ence or soft comforts or pleasant methods of acquisition of worldly
goods. v.lhatwe can offer are, an open w Lndow to let in and out the
vital breezes of new ideas, a table and a blaCkboard for serious work,
freedom from intorference in contemplatiye thought, a ready access to
a ,.,ellequipped library and above all, stimulating contact with their
compeers allover the worLd ,

These are attractions enough to make the mathematician's career
worth pursuing despite modest salaries and meagre benefits. \\1ehope
the most gifted minds of our country are lured to this enchanting
wor-Ld of number-s and f'unct.Lons, algebraic or anal.ytd c, limits and
approximations, rational or irrational!

Welcome to HiTSC IENCE - the haven of freedom.

----~------.--~-_. --~ ..



*E!:..ofessorB.H,S..•Blacl£.Qtt

Alladi Ramakrishnan
*':<**

The most striking feature of the illustrious cureer of Professor
p.N.S.Blackett is its duality - it is essentially British in mode dan
style whf.Le its significance and impact are international. As one r

who has watched that career as an eager f'e Ll.ow-s cLerrtd st , I shall
take the liberty of emphas Lsing th:isdual aspect for it demonstrates
that a truly great scientist is essentially human and is influenced
by his O1,m national environment on the one hand and impelled and.in-
spired by the 1h~iversality of science on the other.

Patrick l'<laynardStuart Blackett was born in 1897 and true to
the British tradition was trained as a regular officer of the Navy.
He started his career as a naval cadet taking part in the first world
war at the end of whf ch he started his research work at Cambridge
in 1921.

The birth of modern physics had occurred at the davm of this
century through the twin discoveries of the quantum theory of matter
by Planck and relativity theory by Einstein. By 1921 physics had
passed the exuberance of youth and was buxsting into the manhood of
relativistic quantum mechanics with the impending onset of Dirac's
formnlation of the famous eqUQtion for the electron. Based on this,
quantum eLec tr-odyncmfcs was built into a complete theoretical struc-
ture and awaited confirmation of its predictions through experiment.
The time was propitious for such experimentation since Wilson had in-
Vented the cloud chamber which could make 'visible' particles normally
invisible to the naked eye because of their smallness in size and
-

s't
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~'eatness in velocity. Among the leading speculations were the
production of pairs of charged particles by a photon or a quantum
of light or the inverse phenomenon of the disappearance of pairs
of particles into photons. The fantastic nature of these transmuta-
tions excited a'passionate French scientist to perceive poetic
beauty in natural phenomena.

The characteristic feature of the British attitude to experi-
mentation is the simplicity of the apparatus and the ingenuity in
its use. The stoic devotion to science of processors of Oxford and
Cambridge is as British as the insular pride of John of Gaunt handed
down to Drake and Nelson, Wellington and Chur chill. No wonder the
Simple principle which "Tilson established that a fast invisible
particle when passing through a cloud chamber leaves a track of
visible ions, the characteristics of the track revealing all the
qualities of the particle-charge, mass, momentum, energy was taken up
by Blackett and perfected into an art of arts. There waS no more
sophistication in the physics of the cloud chamber then in the
ageless wonder of the phenomenon of the golden sun gleaming through
the clouds. It vTaS only natural therefore that Blackett should have
sought guidance from the grandmaster Sir Ernest Rutherford, the most
British of all scientists though he came from ~he distant outpost of
the Commonwealth, Chr Lstechur-ch in New Zealand. The Cavendish
Laboratory re2~ed this breed of phySiCists and those who came into
contact with Lord Rutherford became Nobel prizemen or at least
fQl10ws of the Royal Society, native or foreign 1 E~ch,·.H.~fta mark
on the"~domain of physics as clear as the tracks of particles observed
in the cloud chambers! It So happened that at a time when the
great accelerators wer e not invented, nature provided these gifted
Scientists with projectiles faster than any laboratory could have

-------~-----.
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produced l,.vi+h all the ingenuity of man. It was the hey-day of

cosmic ray experimentation f'o'LLowf.ng the dLscovor y at the begi.nnt.ng

of tIns century th;:tt vcry fas t particles wer-e entering this earth

from solar, galactic and extragalactiv sources. These prov~ded the

experimental material comprising highly energetic pc~ticles. The time

was right - for theory had reached a maturity to tell the experimenta-

list what he should look for. The plpce was right - the Cavendish

Laboratory wlrich nurtured brilliant experimenters endowed vIi th in-

genui ty and imagination. And Blackett 1<JaSthere at the right time

and the right nlace. After gaining additional experience at

Gottingen under James Franlkm: returned to Cambridge to collaborate

'vith Occhealini des igned a counter controlled cloud chamber, a

brilliant invention by which he managed to rr~ke the cosmic rays take

their own photographs for which he received the Nobel Prize in 1948.

In the spring of 1933 Blackett and Occhealini conf'Lr-medAnderson Is

discovery of the positive electron so brilliantly predicted by Dirac.

In the year 1937 he succeea.ed· Sir Lawr-enceBragg at the

Nanchester University adc1ing to the rich Hedbr-Lck traditio!), the

stimulus of the Oxbridge atmosphere he had already imbibed. The

dark wal.Ls of the Hanchester University made darker by grime and smoke,

the cold lecture halls and laboratories reveal the trully British

attitude to fundamental science that great discoveries can be done

under sparten conditions provided there was a vnll and the spirit

So 1<[ellexpressed by Sir \vinston Chnnchf.L'l - I give us the tools we
Vlilson Is Cloud chamber provided the tool and Blackett am his

Will finish the job'. The/collaborators completed that job which

Dirac initiated in quantum electrodynamics. During the world war IT

Blackett, like all his gifted cOlli!trymen, served the national cause

by placing his scientif1~ talents at the disposal of the country.
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He served in the Royal Aircraft establishment, he served as 11

Scientific adviser to the coastal comraand , He was involved in the
studies of anti-Uboat war and became Director of the Nlval Opera-
tional Research at the Admiralty.

At the end of the war , he r-etur ned to his first love, the
laboratory at l1anchester and as fortunate to have as his co'Ll.esgues
Rochester and Butler who discovered the strange high energy particles
and thus ushered in 11 new era in modern physics.

The biblical span of Blackett's life covers three stages of
modern physics. From 1900-1928, the growth of relativistic quantum
theory, from 1928-1948 the experimental confirmation of the predic-
tions of these theories~ from 1948 onwards the era of strange particlE
and their prolifG.ration. The third phase meant a study of trillion
volt particles through billion dollar budgets and Professor Blackett
who was used to the Rutherford tradition that the best ideas are
not expensive turned to fundamental problems in other domains.

He entered the domain of theoretical physics by speculating
on the isotropy _of cosmic radiation and the origin of interstellar
magnetic fields. This led hin to revive interest in the xrdrty-year-
old sneculations and on the origin of the magnetic field of the
earth. But his ideas are not accepted as valid. SUCh is the impartial
judgment of science whf.ch avard s a Nobel prize for one corrtr-Lbutzlon..
and rejects another if it does not meet the unyielding demands of
truth.

Let us now.discuss the imnact of Blackett's personality on
Indian science, It is hardly surpriSing that since his fundamental
contributions wer e in the study of cosmic radiation he became one of
the closest friends of Dr.H.J.Bhabha who proposed the famou$ cascade
theory of cosmic ray showers. Again we find here his British character
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asserting itself for .he showed a keen interest in the scientific

development in India and watched with perfect eqlli~nimity the transi-

tion of British India into a free republic. like a true scientist

of the modern era he was sympathetic t.owards the aspirations of a

new republic to develop its own scientific potential. I had the good

fortune of meeting Blackett quite often. at the Tata Institute of

Fundamental Research in bombay when I was working there as a student

under my great teacher Professor Bhabha.

Blackett conformed to the great tradition of creative scientists

who continue to think as long as they breathe. Whenhe participated

at the Jaipur conference in 1963 he was still one of the leading

lights of Cosmic Ray Physics. Wehad the privilege of receiving him

" ~at our Institute, Hatscience just a few years ago when in the true

style of a British scientist he emphasised the need for close contact

ilTitl:!universities and under graduate education. It is my earnest

hope that in our country the new generation will be inspired by the

noble examples of Blackett am Bhabha, "Thorepresented the univer-

sality of science but still retained strongly their national character

So that their talents and energies not only increased our understand-

ing of nature birtwer e used for the LmmcdLat;e objectives of national

development. They have demonstrated by example and precept that there

is no conflict between nat tonal.Lsm am science.

Let us cherish Qndpreserve the Bhabha-Blackett traditbn ~lich

represents tl'B finest example of I':ldo-British cooner atzl on 1n'J3cierre- - ~

and technology.



Alladi RamalDrishnan
+*+*+

The eminent place of Professor S. N.Bose in the annals of physics
can be well described in the following manner.

The material universe is made up of fundamental constituents of
matter known as elementary particles which fall into t.wo classes, the
F ermions and Bos cns , named after the great phys i ('S ts Enri co Fermi and
Sat yen Bose. This classification is based on the statistics obeyed by
the particles when grouped together and characterised by the distribu-
tion in energy_ The universe arouxrl us is perceived by light and
light or equiva~ently radiation is made up of photons which obey the
Bose statistics. What greater claim to immortality can there be for
a scientist engaged in unierstanding the nature of matrterl

Satyendranath Bose was a thirty year old reader in theoretical
physics in 1924 at the Calcutta University when he y~ote the paper
on Planck's radiation law or the Law of Photon energy distributilonearned for hi~ a pernanent place in the world of SCience. Earlier he
whicl}fhad written a joint paper with Meghnad Saha, another luminary
in Indian physics, proposing an equation of state known as the Saha ...
Bose equation in the Philosophical magazine in 1918. With the anxiety
of a creative scientist he sent his paper on Planck! s law for comments
to the greatest man in the field, Albert Einstein in Germany. In a
mann:er characteristic of truly great men Einstein appreciated his
contribution, translated it il].toGerman ani sent it for publication
to the Zeitschrift fur Physik,

It was during the pertod 1925-30 that the quantum mechanical
theory of matter originated through the wave-equation of Shrodinger,
developed by Heisenberg, interpreted by Born and perfected by Dirac*' - -..,.. _- d- • ---.._ .. ~,_, .-...- _

Talk delivered at A.l.R., Nadr-as , on 15th February 1974.
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K; vThat an amsz.Lng achievement that Bose should have explained the
radiation law before the growth of quantum theory! It is possible
to describe the mea.ning of the two types of statistics even to non-
scientists 1-liththe rigour and precision of modern mathematics as
f'o'l Lows _

In physics we are concerned vrith the distriliJutionof particles
in a number of cells, the wor-d cell being used in the most general
sense to denote the value of any attribute like energy_ It has been
found that three possible assumptions can be made regarding the law
of distr.ibution.

1. Any number of particle can be found in one cell,
vli th varying probabilities described by what; is so
well known as a Poisson distribution.

2. There can be zero or one particle only in a cell
with specified probabilities.

3. There can be any number in a cell ,dth equal
probability_

The first assumption leads to the Maxwell Boltzmann distribu-
tion known for the past tvlO centuries since the birth of classical
mechaniCS. The second is the Fermi-Dirac distribution characterising
the collection of elementary particles like electrons and protons
which are Fermions. The third yields the Bose-Einstein sta.tistics
characterising particles like photons which are bosons. The Fermi-
Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics can be understood only within the
frame-work of quantum mechanics. The ramificatimns of these statistics
form the basis and content of the theory of statistical meChanics
which is an integral part of modern physics.
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Since I was acouat.nt.ed wLt.h these statistics even 01,,"",;;.

collegiate. career, the name of Bose was fascinating legend to<
much the same "fay as that of Ramanuj an, I had. heard that Bos~:·:"i

- .".··t'j.~

wor-ked as a professor at Calcutta and later at Dacca •.l1y own d;~
interest ~ in probability theory and stochastic processes
sp.eculate on the meaning of Bose statistics and in 1956 I incorporate,,1{f':

;:'i.rl~t, "!

the past described method of understanding these statistics into my'';'.!;;''
article in the Handbuch der Physik published by the Springer Verlag
in Germany. Since trult time I had a great desire to meet Professor
Bose at the earliest opportunity and this came in 1959 when I was

invited as one of the participants to the summer school organised
at Hussurie lIDder directorship of Sat yen Bose. It was then I saw

the living legend in action, the impact of his genius and eyen more
."

his humanity made a great impression on my C8~Eer. I feel it worth-
while describing in some detail his role in the SQmIDer school which
revealed the personality of t.hi.s great man in full measure ani also
his frank +Lews on the administration of Indi(..'.nSCience. The summer
school was the first of its kind organised under the director sponsor-
ship of the Hinister of Scientific Resear ch Proressor Humayun Kabf.r ,

The response from various universities and research institutions
was spontaneous and total. However a question was raised and discussed
whether such sunrrnerschools, to be_more usefu~, Should be topical

{ and emphasise a particular subject. Professor Bose felt tlns issue
:'!

Was of nomnsequence. He laid great emphasis on the presentation
of original papers. He ignored the suggestion that summer schools
should be devoted to particular subjects. He emphatically expressed
his opinion that instead of stressing mediocre work in a concentrated
form on a particular subject he would prefer creative work on various
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aspects of physics beirg presented at the conference ~ I waS his

sbaunch ally in this vl.ew point and therefore I came into very close

contact with him. I was deeply impressed by his extraordinary

brilliance, his unbending honesty his whole-heated devotion to truth

and natural indifference to power nnd influence. He directed the

conference ,vith exuberant confidence and inspiring optimism. The

proceedings of this conference are now available to the scientific

cOIDL1unity,but unfortunate.ly this type of scientific meeting has

hever been f'o'l.l.owed later. When the Institute of Nathematical SCiences

was foUIiled I was keen on ..carrying forvlard the ideas and objectives

emphasised by Sat yen Bose. It looked as if I waS an Eka1ayya while

this Dronachqrya had manyArjunas as his disciples perhaps in his

own province. We are really following the IBose principle' at the

11ATSC IENCEsummer schools with accepted emphasis on creative work l

India today can ill afford to lose a savant and scientist

like Sat yen Bose. At eighty he had the intellectu.'al zest of a lad

of eighteen. You~ had never left his imagine.ti ve brow as in the

Case of the great number theorist Hordell who contributed papers to

research journals even as an octogenarian.

Our country has lost all its giants in the f:ie~ld of science -

Ramanujan, Saha, Raman, Bhabha and nowSat yen Bose. There is a real

and present danger that we may be over-taken by brazen mediocrity

made more impudent and secure by the absence of genius and idealism.

The best way to cherish the memoryof Bose is to foster: individual:

initiative, emphasLse creative activity and insist on exceLLerc e

in scientific research.

•

NSS/13.l0.76
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~CHING i~ l~SFJillCH.IN HATHEl1ATICS

Alladi Ranakrishnan

I an happy and grateful to be given an opportunity to talk
on the relationship betwee n teaching and research in Nathenatics.
Teachers have a.Lways been revered and respected in soce Lty, parti-
cularly so in our courttry in whi.ch the intellectual traditions cfin
be traced to the dawn of civilisation. A[1ong the intellectual pur-
suits nathenatics holds a pre-eninent place, for nathenatics is the
basis of all sciences. We are to-day living in a scientific age
where the life of nan am the erwironnent around hf.n are profoundly
influenced by the developnents in science.

In spite of the prinary role of na'thenatrl cs , questilhns are

frequently asked: Is oathenatics an abstract or applicable science ?
Is a nathenatian1s output an inportant factor in the econonic advance-
nent of the country? Can a populous denocra~y like India afford
the luxury of an intellectual pursuit like nathenatics? Is it
possible to harness [~theDatical talent for practical purposes ?
Tine and again these questions are raised, ansvrered incompletely,
and discussed inconclusively as controversial issues. To ne it looks
obvious that the mat.nenatd.cat ne thod is the essence of a ~ivilisa-
tion based on the developnent of science. Fron this view-point the
distinction between pure and applied mathenatics seens unnecessary
and artificial. It is ,,,ell-knownthat the greatest creators of
oathenatics of all tllle like Ne'\Vton,Leibnitz, Laplace, Poincare,
~Uler, Gauss, Cauchy, Re.Lnann and nor e recently, Hilbert, Heyl,
-
The Review of this talk given at the Hathematics Teachers Conference

in the year 1974.

------------. -- -
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Birkoff and Neumann have eaually inrluenced the growth of physical
sciences. Of course in recent years increased knowledge, increased
soph.l st.Lcarl.on and special isation have led to~iner divisions of
science. But this cannot ignore the inter-relations anong various
branches of science. Hathenaticians have evolveli.such subjects as
algebraic geonetry, algebraic topology algebraic nunber theiliryand
even algebric logic, Ther8lore I shall adopt the view that there is
a unity of thought anong various sciences alu this unity is parti-
cularly apparent if we study the nathematical basis of such Sciences.
The mathematical traditions of India are as old as its civilisation.
Our country played a part in the development of geonetry, astronomy
nunber theory and nathenatical reasoning in general. Due to various
historical and political circunstances ou~ country did not participate
in the great scieptifj_cLlOveto.1entsfroD the fifteenth to the nineteen-
th cerrtnry, But it is well recognised to-d.aythat nany TndLan Dathe-
natd cLans since the tiDe of RaDfinu.janhave contributed am are contri-
buting to the nain streffi~of mathenatical thought. If this is to con-
tinue and g~:ovl, sui table orientation towards mat.hena+Lcs has to given
even at school level as is done in the advanced courrtrLes , But Aner Lca
and Russia, in spite of their great diversity in ideologies, are
placing adequate emphasis on mathenatical training and recognising
the pr Lnar y role of mabhenatrl.cs in educat.Lon,

Teaching and research are inseparable twins and one cannot
survive without the other. It may be that a good teacher is not a
good researcher or vice-versa but the two groups must co-exist$ There
must be a desire to impart existing knowledge and there must also be
the impulse to generate ne101 ideas and extend the frontiers of
knowledge. Teaching consolidates existing knowledge and perfects
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inchoate understanding through critical exanfnat.Lon, Research

the dynamf,c art of keeping the frontiers movLng and therefore I

consider t.er.c hfrig and research us two facets 0:,: the

discipline.

Being a theoretical physicist, I an closely associated with

mathematicians of all shades -pur-e and applied, and concerned With

problens of hO'\I}'how they ar-e o.Lscover ec , how they are trained, vIhat

oppor turrl ties have to be offered to thei:l at school, college ani post-

graduate level, how their expert training can be used not only for

the advancement of the subject but for the economic progress of the

country" In any discipline excellence is achieved only if the basic

training is s01IDdand there likes the primary role of i~truction

and teaChing. The relationship between the teacher and the student has

been treated as v~_tal, sacr-ed and fruitful though "it has gone through

very many phases of evo.Luizionwith time and environnent. it is a

relationship for Dutual benefit, for the exchange of views, though

it starts with one person :Lnparting and the other receiving knowledge.

As one who has been c:.!..cselyassociated with tho educational insti tu-

tiorts and by a fortunate circuostan~es with advanced mathematical

institutions of ir..ternational statur:''3, I shall take the liberty of

describing the significance of the uabhenatrlcaj, nethod in the general

framework of education~ It can also be applied to various fields

with profound and beneficial conse quences , Hore than that the

mathematical Det~od pervades Ol~ life in all aspects. The mathematical

method as I undergta~d it can be vi3ualised in five stages.

1. Recognition, 2. fOJ"l:1ulation, 3. solution

4. interpretation and 6. 8.%ttension.
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The same principle is applicable to every walk of life- in industry
in med LcLne , in eco.norrl.cs , in dones tiLc , national and international
relations. By recognition I mean the initial realisation of some
order or pattern in an agglODeration of facts and observations.
The second step is the forrmlation of the prob.Ler: arising fron such
recongnf tion. This has to be Cbne in precise terns so that the well-
known net.nods of natihenat Lcaj. tl1eory can be applied or new nothods
evolved to solve the problen", The third is the solution. This re-
quires of course extraordinary talent which is the product of both
'persipiration and inspiration'. The fourth stage is to understand
the neaning of the solutions and. interpret then suitably. Finally
We find that the solutions lead to possible extensions which result
in the unfolding of new dona Ins for irwestigation. Thus the five
stage peocess goes on am this is inherently dynard,c, The purpose
of teaching is to incUlcate the spirit of mathematical enquiry and
make these five stages a part of our intellectual training.

Let De illustrate this situation with respect to two major
developnents in na thenatrlns and physics. It -".s"'Tell-knownthat a

few centuries ago, in ganes of chance certain regularities were
observed. Though it nay seen an apparent contradiction, the recog-
niti.on of this regularity in randomne ss became the starting point of
the the:ory of probability. The Droblen viaS formulated precisely by
defining the neanings of events and trials and the frequency of
successes and failures in a series of trials. The nethods for solu-
tion were based on concepts of nathenatical analysis, of liniting
prodesses and of algebraic nanupulationsG The solutions to this
problen Cffi~ein the forn of distribution functions characterising
the outcomes of trials. The interpretation of these results nade
probability theory one of the mos t useful of all sciences. Today

--.---------~---------
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there is not a single field of hunan enieavour in whLch the ideas

of probability theory have not found applications. The extensions of ,

these conce,ts to operations research, syster.1s analysis, information

theory, control theory, rnanagemerrtsciences, genetics, dcmo.tgr-aphy,

econonetr-Les , planning for econorri.c and social growth in general,

are well known,

In the realn of physics this five stage process is even nore

strikingly apparent. From various experinent s condudted over a cerrtur y

it was found that the velocity of light was inde~endent of the fraoe

of reference fron which it was measured. The evidence was accunulated

froD a variety of sources - froD direct experiments on the velocity,

f'r-on phenomena in optics, f'r-cn logical consistency of the electro-

nagnetic equations. The f'or-rruj.at.Lon of the problem was made in terns

of coordinate transfornations and the solution was ultiIJately found

by Einstein by his famous apace tine transfornation f'or-nul.ae , The

various interpretations led to the equivalence of nass and energy the

applications of which are deterLlining the future course of human

c Lvf.Lf.s abLon,

To-day the wor-Ld is facing a new challenge, the uagnitude of

which has been realised only in recent years. l-1ankindis confronted

with a shortage of naterial resources leading to an energy crisis.

But the resources of hunan ingenuity are without lini t and our hope

lies in the scientific solution of prQbIens "Thich science has created_

~gainst itself~ This needs expert knowledge which can be cultivated

only by scholars, savants and scientists. Their joint endeavour leads

a total success.

NSS/25. II. 76
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*THE D1PACT OF SC IENCE ON SOCIETY--. . ,. '"""------,_. ".'.,.,..,.

Alladi Ramakrishl1an

The impact of scf.erc e on socae ty is s o vrower-f'u'L, so pervasive,

so comnlete that it has become common-nlace for everyone to eXl)ressJ. ~. ~

.. ., ith t d " r" t. ' ~opi m.ons t.ner eon wi. zes an assurance - SC=-Cl-:":2..S"'.J;:GlQ Layman,

weal thy and poor, savant and pe{~sari'i;. This is as it shoudd be, for

science affects' and in i,-.~t determhl.-',s the very texture of our lives.

Let us study this Impact from +wo vie';! points and from two levels.

We shall refer to the social and economic consequences on the one

hand, the psychological and moral aspects on the other at national

arid international levels. We start with the lvell-knovm fact, which

is not dullened by repetition, that the world after the discovery

of the scientific ±h method during the last four centuries has

been transformed more than in the preceding two thousand years. More

changes have been wr-ought; in the last rour decades "tha.n in the

precedi~ four centuries after the birth of SCience.

Let us concern ourselves wl. th the changes dur Lng these four

decades. Advances in two fieJ,ds of human ac+Lv L ty have altered

hu~an life as never before - first in transport the second in

communication. va th the invention of the aeroplane, humming skyways

of tra:f)fice have bound peoples or the world closer together than the

railroads and the ocean r out.es s .mce the days of the renais sance

and the industrial r-evoLutLon, :fuile the locomotive and the automo-

bile have made each country a single economic unit system. It was in

the thirties th':-'tt the first civf.L aircraft started flying just

before the second wor-Ld war, Tennyson t s dream of 'heavens filled

,nth COmL1erCe,argosies of magiC sail, pilots of purple twilight and

airy navies grapPing in the central blue' became a realityo When

*Taii~·delivered-;·:rthe All-india Racii~ Nadras, on ?lth Septr. 1973:-~

--~'." "~"'-----._ ....•.-._ .. "",- '-- ..-' .•...-.--...•---..-".,~" ..- ._- .. -.----~----------,.-----,.-.----.---- -~.---.--.---- --...1
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the war broke out it was adr--power that determined ultimately the fate
of the combatant p~tions. Hitler met his doom on the British skies
ip~pite of being the triumphant mast~cof western Europe. Supremacy in
the air ultimately determined the victor. The \vCU'~ickeneclthe great
revolution in aviation and at its end, fleets of large-size tr~nsports,
first with piston engines and then -vriththe turbo-propellers spanned
the skies. B· 1<)60 the jet plane was found safe ardcoilfoil·table :and
soon thousands of jetaircraft begRn transporting millions of people
across the oceans and continents. This has resulted in a transmigra-
tion of peoples, as the world has never before witnessed and the
concept of nationality had to undergo a drastic change.

As spectacular was the developments in the field of transmission
of messages and information through new means of communication.
First the telegraph and the telephone then the radio and the r-adar

and later ~he great electronic revolution in cOrnEmnication through
satellites. The development of electronic devices reached such per-
fection and efficiency during the war that all these facilities WBEe
soon m;vailable for civilian life. Today messages f;ro.velvrith the
speed of light. \J[asit not just two hundred years ago that the tales
of two cities were mutually transmitted through horse-back couriers
and mail-coaches between Paris and London?

International com~erce haS ~ssumed a new significance since
technological advancement is universal and its benefits are shated by
all. Distances between places do not any longer matter. Inter-rela-
tion of currencies and the movement of goods from one part of the
world to anotber have removed the economic frontiers though the ,oli-
tical barriers still remain. Europe has now become a single economic

-- _ ..-_._--._--_._------ ...._---- "------ -"_.----- .__... _-.- ---- .. - ,.._-- - ._j
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coa~unity. Within each country parochi~lism is v~nishing us it has
already done in the United Ste..tes.Almost instantaneous phone service ,
interstate h i.ghways and a network of air lanes have united the fifty
states of America into one integrated economic and po.Lf.t Lca.L unit.

The scientific developments during the w~r made it possible to rebuild
the r-avaged cities and e::;-::.ablishnor-me.Ley \vithin 2. fevl years. Who
can now say wat.chf ng the booming tempo of Bor Ldn I s nightlife and the
garish gaiety of Tokyo 1 s Ginze:'.that these cities wer-e bombed and
blasted during the last world vmri

What is more, America itself became economically involved
with countries against which it waged a mortal strugg~e just three
decades ago..ln 1945 it wl.ped out Hf.r osrrl.rca and Nagas alci from the
face of JQuan. Today the affluent American insists on buying ~apanese
electronic equipment 8.m Jnpanese cars with brazen p:eeference.
Thirty years ago the allied airforce pulverised Stuttgart and
Dusseldorf to heaps of rubble. Today English and American tour~its
pride themselves in possessing German camaras and optical equipment.
There Was a time when the Western ~orld thought of comounism as a
morbid repUdiation of human values. Today the representatives of the
YQ'emlin aro taken in colourful motordades to be received at the '\IJ'hi te
House at star-spangled banquets. It was not too long ago that
America poured billions of dollars to sustain tottering gove~nments,
in Eastern Asia to contain the menacing spectr~ of communism. Today
the Urnted St['~tesinvites red China as an equal partner in global
commerce.

In the field of phYSiolo~y and medicine great advances have
been made in the conquest of disease and this has increased the
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possibility of leading healthier lives. But this has not increased
the longevity of man. Billions of dollnrs have been spent in
building ~ospitals, training nurses and doctors, providing drugs and
nutrition but this has not increased the span of human life. The
problems have become complex because more things ~e achillved,

'Il

~
j more changes ~~ought in our en~ronment in a single lifetime the

duration of wht.ch has remained unaltered since t be dawn of mankind.
This anomaly has confused human imaginatimn and therein lies the
major problem of the impact of science on soceity. The problem has to

be traced to the
/ single anomaly that the biological growth goes on at the same

rate while the external world is being transmuted at increasingly
faster pace. The seven ages of man have the same duration and human
pleasures are centred round the same emotions th~t stirred the -human
heart since the birth of man. Even the astronauts "Tho "Talked on the
moon and rambled in space still yearned for Simple human pleasures
the honeyed-breath 0 f love and the warnrth of their chf.Ldr-en l:it cheeks.

Inspi te of scientific triumphs we have not improved the
quality of living and perhaps we are in dunge of losing that tender
art. The fitful fever of life has over-taken us and all the
appurtennnces of sciences are used to make things move faster,
happen faster, d.Lsappa ar faster and cfeate faster - to vThnt end?
Has this enriched our lives or has this brought peace and grace into
_ ... oJ human relatior.s ?

On the contrary the rapacity of man, his greed.and unconcern
for the safety 'and well-being of his fellowmen still persists.
OnlY the methods change. The piracy on the se~s has shifted to
the s~es. Standing armies are replaced by stock piles of hydrogen
bombs. Slavery has been abolished but economic exp'Lor atIon of the
weak by the strong still goes on made more sinister by tho weapons
of a perverted science.
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r.1anyyears ago when I was at school my great father used
to dravl my attention to the contrast be twee n science and politics.
He cmmoared the nationalism of politics with the internationalism'- .

of science. vl11.ilethe developments in science have made the wor-Ld

economically a single unit, national jealousies still prevail~
pernicious prejudices are still preserved. Tempers still run high
in the committees and mee t.Lngs of the United Nations. But "'lifeshould
not blame science or the scientist for these problems, rather we
must cultivate a scientific attitude to life. This does not imply
that everyone should attempt to study and practise science. In
fact t.he old adage is still true - little knowledge is a dangerous
thing. The pursuit of science must be done by those who have ·a
special talent for creative activity. In regards to others, it is the
scientific attit~de that has to be imbibed rather than scientific in-
formation. By a scientific ~tti tude I mean the methcd of trial and
error, the willingness to accept facts even if they defy apparent
intuition, the dynamic urge to move, to ado~t, to adapt, to ,change
to create, in short to use effectively the gifts of imagin2tion Qnd
thought. That is the legacy of Copernicus and Galileo that is the
spirit of Ne~non and Einstein.

We, who are alive today, are grateful to Providence for al.Low-
ing us to witness the transition to the age of nuclear power and
spatial expf.or-at.Lon wht ch represerrts the second renaissance in the
history of human civilisation. 11em is now invested va th the power to
make fthis earth a warless wor Ld robed in universal narvos t pole to
pole'. Will he use it so, will be follow light and do the right?

Years ago in 1938 when the storm was gathering on the darkarl.:ng
skies of Europe, as a school boy I wrobe in an es~ that the wor-Ld
will be safe only if the philosophy of the Buddha is implanted on the
genius of Einstein •.The f'ourdecades that have rolled bi! have confirmed !

this boYhood faith.

--------------....------~----.--- ... ---.
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lUladi RamakrLs hnan
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a
I am deeply sensible of the pLes arrt privilege of

Krishnan memorial lecture to this enlightened group of

of India. l1y own pcr sonal. r egard and affection for
,<'

were so deep tho.t I wi sh to pay my tr i btrte by explaining some imp'<.$i{:

ideas I discussed at leisure "lith this grea.t savant and scLe rrt Ls t , I

remember clearly talking to him about the succes s of a very recent

physical theory and he Lmmed.i ate Ly r eplied that 've should wait till

logical completeness and mature comprehension f'o l Low the initial triumph

of that theory. This set me thinking am I wisn to summarise before you

my own thoughts and invite your critical judgment on my own theory of

the evolution of physical theories!

Husing on the history of nhys Lcaf science froL.1Archimedes to

Einstein, it seens an irresistible conclusion.that successful physical

thwories pCl.3S through five stages of evolution.

First: Systema.tic obs er-vatLons and collection of da ta
rel;:;d;il1g to some nhys Lcaj. phenomena.

Second: Discerning a pat.t.er n or some order in the agglomeration
of f'ac ts Leas Lng to the formulation of the 1)1'0 blem
to explain the pattern.

Third .• Solution of the »r obLem by maki.ng new assumptions

Fourth:
or hypotheses.

The triumph and conrirnation of the theory.
The theory is unabLe to explain new facts which
demand a new hypothesms

Fifth:

_.,-_ ......,.-.••._--
*Sir K.S.Xrishnaa memorial lecture. This is the summary of the lecture
delivered. ext.emoor e before the .All India Science Teacher t s association
on the 28th December 1973.

- . - "- ~...' .. '- . ,_ .. --- -------- ._------------.,..---------
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The end of one theory bher-ef'or-e becomes the beginning of
another and this regenerative process cnar-actez-Lse s the nature of
all creatd:e wor-k, Let me illustrate this by three examples from
the anna.l.sof physics - Newtorri.an mechanics follo~ by the theory of
relativity, classical electromagnetism followed ~y quantl~a electro-
dynillnics,the theory~~sotopic spin followed by the theory of unitary
s ymme try.

l1echanics is the pr-Lmar y source of all physics ani in the pre-
Newtoru.an era of Coper nl.cus, Galileo. and Kepler , observations were made
on moving bodies, colliding and disifitegrating masses relating to
terrestrial ani astronomical phenomena. Regularities ..•.-rereobserved
in the periods of motion of bodies ranging from a simple pendulum to
planets in orbits! The characteristics of such motion could. be ex-
plained only by Nevrton's frunous postulate that it is acceleration and
not velocity that leads to the concept of forces \vhich determines the
rate of change of momentum. Thus Newton formulated the famous three Laws
of motion which dominate human thought to.this day ani may continue to
Q.o so for all·time. God said tLet Newton be and all was light'.
Newtonian mechanics successfully eXplained all observed phenomena in
the universe around us. Its logical structure implied the concept of
relative velocity whf.ch in turn meant the possi bili ty of a rest system
for all bodies, But observations during the 19th century revealed th~t
the velocity of light was constant in all frames of r-e f'er ence whLch
also implied that light could have no rest system. The Newtoru.an

approach was in adequate to explain the irmmutable value of the velo-
city of light and at the dawn 'of the twentieth century Eins tein put
forward the hypothesis of space time corrtanuun and the Laws of trans-
formation connec tLng space am time. He not only resolved the nar adoxf. i

------~
------ . .. __._ ...!tiiL ..

""'
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of, constancy of light velocity but proved the equivalence of mass

and energy, the realisation of which is determining the course

of human civilisation.

Electro-magnetic phenomena I'lere studied both through direct

experiments on electricity and magnetism and also in optics~ realis-

ing that light was electro-magnetic in character. The pattdrn related

to the puzzling relationship between the magnetism and electricity and

thiB was solved completely by N2.XV1811. His theory was so perfect that

there is a hyperbolical statement that even if physical knowledge

ceases to exist, :Haxwellt s equations vlill survive! But theseeaua-,

tions could not explain the corpuscular nature of light revealed

through the photo-electric effect at the beginning of this century.

It could not also explain the energy distribution of radiation fron

hot bodies. The solution came through Planck's epoch-making hycotihesLs

of the quantunl nature of light follo\md by the development of quantwJ

mechanics by Bohr, Schrodinger and Heisenberg and finally Dirac who

achieved the confluence of relativity and quantum mechanics.

Finally we shall refer to the theories relating to internal

quantum number-s of elementary particles. After the formulation of

quarrtun mechanics it was believed that the f'or-ces vamongelementary

particles were electro-magnetic in nature and depended on their '

t charges t. However data fron nuclear physics revealed that far

stronger forces bound the particles togethdr and these were charge -
independent. 'I'hts could only be explained by the Heisenberg IS hy-

pothesis of isotopic spin based on the mathematical 3tucture of a

Lie algebra. However in the early 19B) t s there was such a prolifera-

tion of elementary particles from the high energy acce Ler-aton whLch

Could not be described only through the concepts of charge and

----------------------------- - ----------------;;---- ----~---------~---------
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isotqic spin. Gell-mann introduced a ne1vqtlantilmnumber called
'strangeness' and devised a higher. symmetry scheme based on the Lie
algebra including both the quantum numbers, isotopic spin and strange-
ness. However new problems seeQ to anise demanding the inclusion of
further quantum numbers. Is the Lie algebra adequate to deal with
this demand or do \ve need other ma thene.td.ca.L structures like the
Generalised Clifford Algebra ?

Nany such pr'ob.Leras still challenge the physicist to-day and so
the eternal quest goes on as nature reveals its endless secrete to
the most remarkable of God's creations - the mind of man.
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It is both impertinent and embarrassing for me to speak to a

group of enlightened engi neers about the role of fundamental sciences

in technology. This is now accepted almost as axiomatic and the

study of basic sciences is today an integral part of the aurriculum

in technology. Hov-l8ver5 I feel there is a necessLty to emphasise

three aspects in the inter-relationship of pUTe and applied sciences

vdth particular reference to advanced education in India.

What is treated as an axiom is that the matihemat.Lca'L sciences

are useful and necessary tools, but what; may net be equally obvious

is that the pursuit of fundamental sciences !..Qr its ovlD;.saKeis an

endea,[oU£.\<ih:i,.cha_lmost gy,arantees_thegowth cf. technolQ.gY~ I can

best express this through the intimatable words of one of the greatest

physicists of the world today Professor JUlian Schwinger of Harvard.

,
i I

i~

'The xciontific level of any period is epitomized
by the current atti"b..1de toward the f'urdamerrta L
properties of matter. The world vIew of the phy-
sicist sets the style of the technology and the
culture of the SOCEty, and gives direction to future
Progress 11) •

•

Thus, if the growth of technology depends on the moving frontier

of fundamental sciences, this can be achie ved not by :treating basic

sciences as tools, but as the ~rimary aim of those who are devoted

to their development. This has been adequately realised in the Unit:ed

States which has s~onsored the simultaneous growth of fundamental

and applied sciences. In fact~ in India, where a desire for econonrl..c

development has become not only a necessaitybut almost an obsession

*i:;-ct";~"··d~ii;~;ed'c~t ~theE-;;g;~~eri~;Summer Schooi (Nor;~l Pr-ogramn, e)
Southern Region, Guf.ndy , Madras-25, on 28th June, 1965
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vdth the plamlers and administrators, there is a great danger of
treating fundamental sciences as a tool, albeit necessary, yet only
an appendage to applied technology. This shortsighted attitude 1vill
lead to a stifling of initiative in the creative sciences and may
l..1.ttimatelyretard. the technological development in the country.

There is a second s-;,gnificantfeature in the relationship
between pure and applied scLences , In ¥he growth of human knowl.ed ge ,
it is impossible to ~redict whether theoretical or experimental work
precedes the other in any st~ge of development. There are as many
examples of discoveries of experimental work being stimulated by
theoretical predictions as there are experimental discoveries leading
to new theories. It was Dirac 1 s logical interpretation of negative
energy states that preceded Anderson's discovery of the positron. On
the other hard , the experimental discovery of strange particle stimu-
lated the Gell-l,1an.YJ.-Nishijimarelation ,,,hichburgeoned into the
beautiful SU(3) -symmetry_ This has been best expressed by Hurray,
Gell-:Mann of California as f'olLows ;

'There is the really exciting prospect of total
surprises, things complete+y outside our experience,
which our present-day theoretical language is in-
adequate to describe. For the last few ye8xsltheoreticians have been doing pretty well. Flfteen
years ago they "vere in miserable remrte after snand-,
ing ten years describing the muon by a theory of the
pion. The experimental disuovery of strange particles
took them totally by surprise, just like the existence
of the muon. I thirur another reversal of the positions
of experimentalists and theorists is about due now.
The strain has been acc~ulating for 15 years, the shock
should come fairly soon 12) • .

Thus, to the experimenter, the theorist should be 9- compan.d.on

and a coworker in the high endeavour of understanding and mastering
the ~rces of nature, and not just a useful assistant providing him
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'with the necessar y tools. The Churchillian assertion 'give us the

tools, ve 1:Jill finish the job' should be supplemented by an eqm.ally

valid assertion 'that tools are the creation of human ingenuity to

the v~riety or extent of 1"ihichno limits can be set t •

The third aspect of this relationship is that it is impossible

to foresee the domain 0 f·.:~~eapnl.Lcab'l ri ty of any advance in r unda-

mental sc ie nces , A gravdta t iona L theorist would be convinced of the

validi ty of the relati on E = Mt!2 purely through the pr-Lnc'Lp'Les of

Lorentz invariance wrd Le a nuclear theorist would use it for estimat-

ing the energy released in nuclear fission. A theoretical physicist

1,dll not be sl~prised if a new gifted entrant to elementary particle

physics, unacquainted with gravitational Laws , rediscovers the

pr-Lnc LpLe of special relativity purely by the study of hyperfine

structure of spectral lines ~ The two frontiers in the study of the

basic Law of natrura'l. SCiences, that of the very large, (the cosmos)

and that of the very small (elementary particles) seem to merge '\dth

our increased under-sbandLng of such laws. The same situation seems

to be true as regards the domains of pure and applied sciences.

REFE.MNC~~

1) Nature of Hatter, 'Purposes of High Energy Physics' (Brookhaven
collection ofaxticles , 1964), 18 cience', Vol. 147,pp.1548-
1556, at p.lffi54.

2) 'Particles and Pri ncLp.Les ' by Nurray Gell-Nann, 'Physics Today'
November 1964, pp.22-28 at p.28.

NSs/18.10 .1976
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1. l.ntrod ucticm

The most significant feature of scientific developnent in

the twentieth century has been the simultaneous advance of f'unda.-

Bental research especially of a theoretical 11C.tlITeon the one hand

and the applied sciences with special eraphas Ls on their relation

to technological progress 011 the other , Before the birth of modern

physics, as it is un<k>stoodtoday, the role of nathematics in phy-

sicalsciences has been essentially that of a toolj albeit valuable

for the study and systematisation of observations. Whenrelativi-

stic and quantum mechanical description of matter was forced upon

the physical world by the discoveries of Einstein, Planck, Bohr,

Heisenberg and Dirac during the first few decades 0[this century,

the deductive and matheBatical study of nature assumed an importance,

equal to that of exper-ImenbaLinvestigations. The role of mathenatical

SCE'nces in general and theoretical physics in particular in the

scientific advancement of a country was realised especially by

America and Russia. The creation and spectacular rise of great

schools of theoretical wor-kin the United States at Harvard, Princeton,

Rochester and Berkeley coincided vIi th the corresponding advances in

experimental physics.

Unf'orbunabeLy the situtation in India has been quite different.

Li ttle or no emphasis has been laid till nOVI on high standards of

mathematical discipline even for post-graduate studies in SCiences
~ --- ---...--.--. --------._- ---
This review was given before the creation of the Institute of Mathe-
natncal Sciences in the year 1962.

....
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there has been an indifference and apathy towards f'undamerrta.L re-

search of a theoretical nature. The direct consequence of such an

atti tude hr.s been the falling of standards in »r ac t.Lca.ll.y every branch

of s cLence , It is commonknowl.edge that our students sent for training

abroad f'ound the mathematical dLsc.Lp.Lt.nein Al~erica al.raost 'oppressive I

and this has naturally affected the prestige of Indian education in

the eyes of world.

I I. l.he n~<:L.1.or__c_e.IltreLQ~una tW!1at:l9...aJ~..§_~:l?Jl~§'§'

If India has to take an honoured and rightful place in mathe-

matical education'} there is no other way than through the establish ..

ment of centres or institntes of mathematical research in different

parts of the country" The time is now propitious for the es tabl.Lsh-'

ment of such centres or inPtitutes «if ma'themat.Lca.L sciences in vLew

of the professed policy of the Government to conce' ntrate on higher

scientific education unO_erthe third five-year plan. Snob centres

,dll have much in CODmonwith centre like Institute for Advanced

Study in Princeton where the main objective is pure research of a very

advanced ~~~tical na~~. A few years ago an institute was started

under the leadership of Professor Yukawa for the advancement of

theoretical physics, a subject to which the Japanese have made Sig-

nificant corrtr-Lbuuf ons in recent years. Hore _receatil, the Scandi-

navian countries have created a new ~ Institnte entitled the "Nor'dLt.a '

on the same lines as the celebrated Bohr Institute for Theoretical

Physics at Cope~~agen.

The creation of such a ~rulDl:ehensiv~centr~ 1Lt th~oreticsl

:~ phvsj,cs, .anpli~_d .l1!P,-theIgati$>_CiQLa...s_troph.Y$i_y..§.'411 e_qJ:'nthe gratitude

Rnd aQ..m1r.Gj~.iQ..nof ...tD§......YO.1lM..1Lti.entiti<lcommlYlit..z,in Irrlia which h~~

:Reen hODing._W -.rearn;1ne..for opp,OL"t.u.u1..ties_which have hitherto been

available only outside our c..ountU.
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Recent developments in Astrophysics show an increasing applica-

tion of basic ideas of nuclear physics in the under s tand tng of Stellar

phenomena. Many cosmological problems like the. origin of solar system,

stars and galactic nebulae are being solved by means of the knowledge

gained in the study of nuclear reactions. In a similar "laY, a theore-

tical physicist engaged in the problem of the origin of cosmic rays

bor-r-ows many ideas from as tr-ophys Lcs , Thus a mutual collaboration

between a theoretical physicst and an astrophysicist is necessary.

Since the basic training in the mathematical discipline is commonfor

any theoretical physicist and an applied mathematician, collaboration

between the two will be of mutual benefit.

These centres may be parts of the university as the Enrico Fermi

Institute of Nuclear Studies in the University of Chicago or like

the Institute Fluid Dynamics in the University of HarYland. The centre

in full strength m~y consist of the following staff besides research

"Workers:

a) QDePr~e~~t in theoretical physics,

b) J'hr,..ge,.lliLsde:t§.,one mach in theoretical. phys Lcs 'J applied
mathematics and astrophysics,

c) 1.h.ree lec_tur~:t§., one in each of the above subjects,
d) VJ..~it.i.PJLl'}~Q_~sso:r:~..9.:1-19. REl.ader~.

A principal stimulus for reseafch work in these subjects is

contact with leading workers in other centres of the world. It is a

fortunate circumstance that manyvisits of foreign scientists are

arranged by the SCience Congress, Government of India and by the

Department of AtomiC Energy. It will therefore be of great assistance

to the research workers in these centres of mathematlcal sCiences, if

financial assistance is made uvailable to enable such visitors to

sometime in such centres,
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To this end, visiting profes sorships may be ins ti t.ut.ed , Emf.narrt

theoretical physicists and applied mathenaticians can be invited to

stay in such centres for periods ranging from 2. morrth to a year on

a salary of Rs.2000/- per month or an honorarium of Rs.200 per

lecture. In order to get the services fOl" short periods of talented

wor-ker-s from one centre to another , visiting readership may be created

whf.ch carry an honorariurn of 11.s.75/ - per lecture or on a salary of

[
I
:/

1/

II
11
ji
I'

J
!

RS.800/- per month.

III. Fa2..tgrs eS§..~t:rtj.alt.Q a sJ.l.c;ce~sf&_lLQ.r:lf.i:u.gof these c:eng..§.§.
of Mathematical Sciences

The success of such research centres wi.Ll, es sentially depend.

on the feasibility .?f fi nding persons to direct and 1:18.nsuch centres.

I feel quite strongly that the conventional statements that there

are not enough persons in India to direct research is vIi tnoirt founda-

tiona It is an w1happy tendency in our country to reco-gnlze talent

only when it is discovered and honoured by foreign societies like

the Royal Society of England or the Universities of the United States.

~i' If 1,V'ewer-e to jus tify the high intellectural t-:.'adition to which 0 ur
I":

ancient country is heir, vie would be bold enough to recognise talent

in our country. The postulate that there is not enough talent in

the country is not borne out by facts. Professor S.Chandrasekhar,

the greatest theoretical astrophysicist in tm world today, was

constrained to start his research career in the Cambridge and has now

settled down in Chf.cago as an American citizen. Profes sor Har-Lschai dr a , .

perhaps the most gifted of our mathematicians, made his great reputa-

tion in the mathematical world when he was only a research student

under Professor Bhabha, Professor Salam's work was relfognised as out-

s tanding in f\ndamental physics four years before he Has invited to the

Indian Science Congress on his election to fellm"ship of the Royal
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Society. It is. a trajedy too deep for tears thc~t ve seem to vTaiit so

long before accepting the reuutation of an Indian scientist that lie
- L

are not able to attract them to our institutions after they have

settled down as permanent members of the staff of the leading insti-

tut1ilons in the world. It is time we shake ourselves out of an attitucL~

of apathy tOlJards indigenous t.al.errt, I have not the least doubt that

if we have the wi.Ll.Lngnes s to start centres of nathematical sciences

in var Lous parts of India we can find leaders of competence inspired

by the necessary sense of idealism.

With almost no resources at my disposal except my abiding

faith in the'se ideals, I started, on ray return from Princeton, 2.

humble exper-Iment just two years ago in our mID hone City in forming

a group of '~rkers in theoretical physics devoted to the pursuit of

science in the spirit of their compeers e.Lsewher e in the worLd, The

success of this experiment has gone far beyond my wildest dreams and

if today I am able t!b c.l.af.m that this group is as active as any in

India and bids fair to be the nucleus of an intellectual renaissance~
n

it is because of the abudance of talent available here vn1ich is just

waiting for opportunities for expression. During the past twelve

months our group had the pleasure of personal contact l,vith some of the

distinguished physicists who have cone to Hadr-as am Whohave ex-

pressed their warmest appreciation of the nature of the effort of

this scientific cornnunity.

Far from being an intrepid venture, the creation of such centres

of mathematical sciences would become an examp.Lo to be follo1tred in

other parts of India. The existence of such centres ,viII not be in-

consistent vrl th an expansion of the physics and mabhemat.Lcs depar traerrts
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in the Universities. In Princeton for instance 5 there flourishes

side by side the Institute for Advanced Study and the University

of Princeton and their collaborative achievements has become part

of the scientific tr~dition of the United States. At present it is a

general feature in our Universities that each subject is pursued only

under the direction of only one professor. Since a University is

concerned with a large nwnber of departments, the possibility of having

many pro~essors in one department may seem remote under the present

circumstances.

Only one point perhaps remains to be clarified. I agree th~t

research institutes shoul.d not be divorced from teaching. A true

scientist must be '''illing to impart know'l.ed ge ani it is only th:mugh

the propagation of ideas from teacher to students that we c~~ ensure

a stready streillil of fresh talent. The sactity of the relationship

between the teacher and student has been handed down to us from the

VedLc age and constitutes an integral part of our "laY of life.

Lectures, symposia and seminars can be organised frequently in these

spec.La.Ll.s ed centres so that teachers f r on the various colleges in

the neighbourhood and young aspirants to rese~ch career can come

into close contact 1v1th active wor-kers , In the wor-ds of Oppenheimer,

the teaching of science is at its best when it is most like an

appre· ....nticesbip and there can be no better venue of apprenticeship

tha 11. a cerrtne which provesses to foster such creative work.

NSS/23/11/76
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I shall attempt, in this brief· talk, to describe the nature

and magnitude of the scientific revolution that is taking place in

our lives today.

One of the greatest surges in the history of human thought

occur-r-ed at the dawn of the t\..rentieth century with the birth of

quantum theory and relativity. l'-1an's vision of nature was till then

conf'Lned to classical phenomena. Those observable to the naked eye

or through instruments to aid it and the laws of nature were essen-

tially those postulated by Newton and M~vell. Those laws were found

inadequate to explain the phenomena relating to the sub-microscopic

wor-Ldof atoms and nuclei. To speak of the observation of the dyna-

mical motions of such microscopic entities is of course a contradic-

tion in terms, for, wer-e they observable, they would be classical. 1lb:vt

to observable effects, heat, light, radiowaves, x-rays, radio-activity,
~~
~_ transnn".tatib.n of elements ard many phenomena of atomic am. nuclear

,. origin. The physicists were therefore faced with an unprecedented

situation - to explain observable phenomena relating to unobservable .r ~

entities. This was achieved by devising a mathematical SCheme, to

represent the dynamical bcnavt.our of such microscopic entities, such

that the predictions of the scheme relate to observable phenomena.

This scheme known as quantum mechanics represented as revolutionary

a change in outlook as that brought about by the Copel'mCusand

.---~~--
*Talk delivered at A.I.R., Hadras on 23rd June, 1961.

--~---.-.,-. _ ...
.--- ..-.-------~---.----- -- ----.......- ------- ------------~------~--~
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was created by the efforts of a fe,,; thinkers like De Broglie,

Schrodinger, Heisenberg ard Dirac. Their ideas wer-e not in any

sense derived from previous concepts. They emerged 'out of the blue'

as postulates in much the same way as the creation of calculus

and classica+ electro-magnetism, earlier in the history of physics.

The irnmed'iate incentive for the creation of such a structure was the

dual nature of light and matter discovered by Planck and fie Broglie,

respectively. Quantummechanics va th its probamilistic interpretation

solved the paradoxes and was soon enlarged net merely to explain

the interaction of light vnth matter but nuclear phenomena, p~rti-

cularly radio-activity.

During the 'beautifulf years of its growth, it remained mainly

the concern of the restlGss minds of long haired scientists pursuing

the work in idyllic tranquillity of university halls and quadrang'rss ,

It never occurred even to the forward looking minds that within t\.yo

decades, their discoveries will affect the course of human destiny.

The descriptions of the lives of scientists at Gottingen look to us

like pages from a book of fairy stories. It was in such an at-

mosphere that new discoveries were made which were precursors to that

of atomic f'LssLon, that marked the birthof' new atomic age -- the

discovery of neutron by Chad~~ck, the artificial production of

tran-.suranic· element by Fermi and the construction of machines which

could product high energy particles. Even then, it never occurred to

the scientist that the harnessing of nuclear energy was a practical

possibility. With the discovery of fission by Hahn and Strcressmanand

the possibility of chain reactions it became clear that man was

sudder.:!l.}:·placed in possession of a sour-ce of power more poterrt thalf
,

any ~fuich hitherto directed the course of human civilisation.

·--·~-------- ••••• 3
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The global '<Tarcame as a pressing stimulus for the construc-
tion of the atomic bomb. This project undertaken by the mightiest
and most opul.enf nation in the wor-Ld is the greatest example of co-
operative endeavour of scientists of all time. When the first atomic
bomb successfully explode~ with the brightness of a thousand suns,
it was clear that man has trenched upon God's domain -- rais ing in
the minds of ,,,...many, doubts and fears that such intrusion into the
supernatural ,I cannot be ill, cannot be good II. These doubts tormen-
ted even the fathers of the bomb and when a f'ew years later, the
question of the construction of the hydrogen bomb by nuclear fission
was raised, Oppenheimer refrained from co-operation and it was only
later that Edward Teller and.his associates undertook to ~omplete
wi th the Russian scientists in the race for the "Super fI

• •
Meanwhile efforts of a more benignant k.l.nd wer-e going on

in England for the peaceful uses of atomic energy. Their efforts,
in contrast to the nightmare of universal destruction by atomic bombs,
raised hopes of a millineum when mankf.nd can 'oe r'elieved of sickness
and poverty and of warrt and suffering.

As far as the scientists. were concerned, the relief from the
pressure of w~ and the necessity to work on. defence projects restored
to them the opportunities for creati~e work. Once aguin the pursuit
of pure science became their primary objective and with it came the
resurrec'tionof the 'Beautiful' years. Both America and Rus sf,a wrested
from Eurqpe the initiative for work in theoretical and experimental
sciences. The technological developments during the war ,had of course.
a-profound influence on the development of pure sciences. The three
major fields whf.ch engaged the attention of the most gifted scientists
were:
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i) Nuclear Physics,
ii) Aerodynamics,

iii) Astrophysics and
iv) Space research and their applications.

In the field of fundamental physics, three notable advances
can be mentioned on a par with the great discoveries of science.
The out.s tand Lng problems of electrodyn8L'lics,in the hands of Feynman,
Schwinger, Tomonaga and Bethe wer-e completely solved by 198). It was
proved by Lee and Yang, t.wo chinese .)physicists in America, that the
laws of natu~e need not remain inv2riant in a space reflected world.,
a COnCe1)t !litherto held sacrosanct like the conservation of ener-gy,

Nevl fundamental constituents 6:fl. matter, the strange par-t i c.Les and
antiparticles were discovered in various laboratories. Their behaviour
has created a situation as challenging as that before the birth of
quantum mechanics. As bold a deviation from conventional ideas is
necessary today, we are in need of another Heisenberg.

It is not oill_yi~ the sub-microscopic world that new ideas
have Deen set in motion. The possibility of flight has always held
the f'as cf.na+ton of man, but only the be gi.nnf.ng of this century wit-
nessed the invention of the aeroplane. ~Under the sterm necessities
of the second wor-Ld war the great advances in aerodynamics ani

.~ aeronautics were made. The battle of Britain, the finest example
of the triumph of the human spirit, waS possible because of Britain1s
supremacy in aviation and aerodynaml.c sciences. At the conclusion
of the war, it was realised that the world had shrunk to a smaller
measure, as the skies became the highways of transport to men and
material - smaller still as the piston engines of aircrafts were
soon replaced by th~ smoother turbo-props and later by the sonic
and supersonic jets.

- --- _ .._-_. -_ _- .._--
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If the skies just above him have excited his imagination

througp: the ages, man has been fasctnated equaLl.y by domains for

beyond of starry realms vn.thout bound, vii thoutdimension wher-e length,

breadth w'1O. height and time and place are Lost , Astronomy dealing

with the dynamical motion of planets and s tar-s.cc Ls one of the oldest

of sciences whdch Can be traced back to the dawn of the human thought

but astrophysics wrrich cL .:.ls vlith the stellar structure am evolution

is comparatively a very ~oung subject, s tudy of wht.ch has been made

possible with the introduction of apec tr-oscopy, It was only in the

last Ie\v years that another discovery: '\videned the horizons still

further: Like all famous discoveries , it was made unobtrusively in

the private laboratory of a vyoung investigator. The birthday .of

Radio Astronomy ?an b~ at~~ib~ted to the publication of a paper by
receIJltlon or rauL:ttlon of long waveLongh frOD the sun. It

Jansky in 1932 announcLng the/gre1.r into a full-fledged science with

the discovery of 21 eM radiation from hydrogen by the Dutch physicists

Van de Hulst in Harvard. It was indeed fortuitous that God .ihad

designed the universe such that the parts of it that emit radio
11

waves are not coext.cs Ivo with those whf.ch emit visible radiation.

T he radio astronomer builds 'g picture of universe just as real and

,.'

meaningful as the ~amiliar vLsLbl.e universe. vJhen two pictures differ,

they compliment one another •

It must of cour-se be remembered that the radio stars·) are not

the first objects revealed. to us by such emissions. Sir Edwar-d

Appleton, had shown, year s before, the existence of the ionosphere

by the refle ction of Long-wave length radio signals. But for the

ionosphere, radio commund.ce+Lcn across th8 world is an impossi bili ty.

For historical reasons the initiative in the radio astronomy first

CamBfrom England and Australiao This has created a rest~gence of

interest in astronomy in the United States and the U.S.S.R.
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The study of astrophysics is closely bound '\.;ith that of

cosmology whf.ch has raised the most fundamental problem about the

origin of the universe. Whether the observed expanding nature of the

uruver se is consistent \lrith an evolutionary or stationary character

is one of the outstanding problems of cosmology. Very recenttly Bondi

has put forward the theory tria t cosmological r'cpul,s ion can be ex-

plained as due to electrostatic forces, despite the equality in numbers

of positive and negative charges on the basis of a revolutionary hy-

pothesis that opposite charges are not equal in magnitude.

While man has been fascinated by the studyu the Q~iverse

ar-ound him through observation and speculation, he has recently been

impelled by a new desire to travel in irtarplanetary space, With the

development of aerodynamics, chemical technology, electronics and

radar techniques, this dream has become a reality.

For obvious reasons, space .travel and its unpredictable con-

sequences have dominated the hopes and fears of the human race to such

an extent that national prestige has recently became the most important

factor in its development. 'I'her-e is an international race in pro-

gress to explore space with satellites and moon-probes and one hardly

need quote the grand Russian succ~sses to illustrate the prestige

value of such scientific ventur es.

Any discussion on the contemporary revolution in science

~-

will be incomplete without a reference to the notable advances

in Bj.ology· and the healing art cf medLc Lre , ThE;'<Yonclusion of the firs t

world war marked the beginning o:fhthe era cf anti-bioti. cs from PenciLlin

to Darenthin mch offer miraculous cures. £oDc~oth infective and organic

.diseases. Advances in surgery have been euqlly spectacular with new

bechrrl.qnes of gt'afting by suppression cf anti-bodies through x-r ays ,
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Hospitals not only have banks for blood but also for kidney grafts,
Endocrine glands and bone marrows.

This scientific revolution of our cent1T'y has been possible
by the efforts of enquiring minds of many nations, efforts animated
by only one desire to understand and probe the mystery of the uni-
verse to wh.i.ch"18 belong. It is perhaps relevant for us in India
to ask the question "That part of countr-y has played in this inter-
national efforts. With the exception of the Raman effect and the
contributions of Rmnanujam in Mathematics and Chandrsekbar in Astro-
physics, oUr participation has been very little. The ru+ure of
course looks very hopeful since we are now with the active assistance
of our Government, embarking on a programme of research on a scale
and magrri, tude comparable to them in more advanced nations of the
world. But we must remember that creative work is not just a product
of organisation and finance. We must be impelled by a sense of
sublime idealism and feel the. joy of elevated thoughts Whose dwelling
is in the light of setting suns and.in the niind of man. Only then
-Vle Can hope to be participants in this eternal quest for a happier
sunlit wor~d, brightened by the lights of science and natural
philosophy.

nss/30.l0.l976
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Al1adi Ramakrishnan

Perhaps the most important feature of scientific effort in the

bventiethcentury is the simultaneous advance in f'undamerrtal. sciences

on the one hand and in technology on the other. This is par t.Lcuj.arLy

noticeable in the Uni te.d States wher-e despite the fact that technology

has had such an impact on the amazing prosperity of the United States

and scientific man-power is in constant demand by industry,! fundamental

research still engages the attention of the most gifted minds wh.Lch

emerge.rf'r-om its universities. As a typical example of this trend to-

wards basic sc~ nces, We shall consider the status of and contributian~

in theoretical physics in America today.

Physics deals with the study of matter and natural phenomena and
such study consists of t"ro parts:

(1) The precise measurement of physical quantities.
(2) Interpretation of such measur-emerrt s and consequent under-

s tanding of natrura'L.phenomena.
The first part falls vrlthin the doman of the experimenter, the

second, of the theoretical physicist. Till the advent of quantum

mechanics, the connection between exper iment and theory was quite

direct, since the description of nature was based on classical concepts.

,'.

*·This ~rtici-;-i~-b~s-e-d~~-;-the'~p;~e;;ion; of th~--auth;;'·d~the -
lleriod of his residence (1957-58) as visiting member at the Institute
for Advanced StudY,Princeton, U.S.E... He has great plea.sure in thank-
ing, Professor J.R.Oppelli~eimer, the Directo~ of the Institute, for
his warm hospLtali ty and acknowl.edgfng the travel grant of the Asia
Foundation which enabled hf,m to accept the membership.
Reprinted from tCUH...:lENTSCIE NCE!, 1958, 27, 469-473•
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But for a quarrtum mecharrl.ca'L description of matter, a complex mathe-

matical formalism was introduced; no longer a 'pictorial' and 'con-

ventional' method possible. Hence the relationship bet.ween experi-

mental observation and the theories became more indirect and involved,

perhaps even obscure except to those familiar with m2thematical

theories. On the other hand, the testing of these theories demand

such precision tn measuremerrt that the experimenter had to devise new

and ingenious techniques based on. inventive techno+ogy and engineering.
,

The Universities in America realised this distinction quite
clearly and soon became centres of fundamental research besides being

just 'training grounds t for technical personnel in industry. With the

vf.gour and initiative characteristic of America's growth and expansLon,

they invited talent from all parts of the worId , The unhappy state

of Europe during the turbulent period of the World W~ became a for-

tui tous circumstance for AmericaJ~s intellectu:.o.l and scientific

advancement--Einstein, Bohr vard scores. of··.Ieaders of xcientific

thought moved into the new wor-Ldwhf.ch was ready to imbibe the spirit

and influence of basic research and fundamental scierce.

By the end of the Second World War, not merely the importance
of mathematical sciences as 'tools' for technology, but their signi-
ficance as an independent discipline necessary for the LrrteLl.ec tu ra.L
vitality and prestigeM of a nation was well realised. Theoretical

physics became 'fashionable t and pure mathematics attained its

.~~ueenlyt pre-eminence. The' competition' between the theorist and

experimenter in suggesting 'leads' to the understanding of nature,

led to very important theoretical discoveries and advances in ex-

perimental techniques. Laboratories supported by governmental aid

and the co-operative effort of the Universities poured forth data

on fundamental- physical phenomena as 'food for theoretical speculation '.
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Thus the theoretical study and. interpretation of such phenomena be-

Camean active p~ITsuit and profession and ceased to be just the close

preserve of the leisured savant and the profou~d natural philosopher.

In studying the 'progress of theoretical physics, it is con-

venient to classify it into three broad divisions;

(1) F or-mal, and deductive approach to quantum mechanics,

. (2) Interpretation of high energy phenomena ani elementary
particle interactions~

(3) 101'1 energy phenomena and study of nuclear Istructure I.

1. P1!PtJCTlVEA"pPROACH

The logical approach to quantum mechanics was initiateQ.by

Dirac "lith his formulation of the theory of the electron. While
UV quantuo theory

Heisenberg, Schrodinger and other ar chfeectis of modern physics buil t/

by intuition and physical insight, Dirac was one of the first to make

a formal deductive and rigorous formulation.

Encouraged by the successful prediction by Dirac of the posi-

tronam anti-particles in general, in the early forties theoreticians

like Fierz, Pauli and Bhabha seriously attempted to 'deduce' equations

on a postulational basis. Though these attempts did not meet the

desired success, they helped to inject more logic and rigour into

theoretical physics. In the United States, Schvringer is the most

famous exponent of the vievl originally expressed by Einstein that the

axiomatic .bas1s of theoretical physics cannot be extracted from ex-

perience but must be freely invented.

The deductive and logical approach natlITally attracted the

attention of pure raathematri.cf.ans like Neumannani Weyl at the Institute

for Advanced Study. The classic works of Neumannon the logical founda-

tions of quantum mechanics and of 11/eylon group theoretic methods are

considered as part of the necessary equipment of any theoretical

- - - --- -- - - -------------------- -- ---- -----. -- ---- ---._--_.-
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physicist today. But somehow, pure mathematicians did not make any

substantial contribution to the content of quantu~ mechanics, pre-

sumably, as has been stressed in an interestiEg r evLewof Hilbert's

life, because of the fundmnental difference between a mathematician's

insight and a physicist's intuition. H01'18Ver,the abstract approach

still holds the minds of many theoretical physiQi.Sts and systematic

attempts are being made to formulate field theory in a rigorous and

deductive manner. The "lOr};:of Nishij Irna and vlightman in the United

States, the recent proofs of dispersion relations by Taylor, Oehme

and others at the Institute for Advanced Study are examples of such

attempts. Very recently, Heisenberg and Pauli have attempted to ex-

plain the mass spectrum of elementary particles by means of non-

linear spinor equation which has been quantised in a revolutionary 1:ray

by making use of the indefinite metric originally doe to Dirac. But

it has to be conceded that despite the recognition of the necessity

of a deductive approach to quantum mechanics ,there is cona.lder-ab.Ly

widespread scepticism in the United States whether such approach will

'deliver the goods' in the ne8~ future. There seems to be more faith

in the opinion of HaxBorn that the art of scientific prophecy can be

learnt not so much by reliance on abstract reasoning as by deciphering i;}.':

the secret language of nature from nature's documents, the facts of

experience.

2. High Ener gy_ph"Y1>;i.ca..

The first major American contribution after the second World

War was in the field of quantum e'Lectr-odynamf.cs, By 1948, the applica-

tion of quantum theory to electrodynamics initiated by Dirac two decades

earlier reached a stage when theoreticians wer-e faced 1vith fundamental

difficulties whi.ch needed essentially nevi methods ani they were provided

by the outstanding work of Schwin:;er at Harvard am Bethe, Feynman and

Dyson at Cornell.
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The quantum electrodynamics based on the classical concEP:;of

point charge gave rise to vJell-known difficulties such as the infinite

self energy of the electron and the 'ultra-violent cas tas tr ophe ",

Essentially connected ruth these difficulties are the infinite fluc-

tuations of the charge and current in the case of 'matter fiel.-d :.and the

fluctuations of in-theefield strength in the case of electromagnetic

field even in the v acuur state. The existence of such fluctuations

of charge and current in the vacuum implies that the vacuum acts like

a polarisable medium whfch causes the phenomena of scatilering of light

by light or by electrostatic field.

Further pro~ress in the subject came with the experimental

discovery of the anomalous magnetic moment of electron by Kusch and

the shift in the levels of the hydrogen atoms by Lamb and Rutherford
war time development of the electronic and

made possible by the¥microwave techniques. To understand these

electrodynamics effects , it was found necessary to introduce the idea

of renormalization of mass and charge. Suitable covariant renormal-

ization techniques were developed by Schwinger, using formal field

theoretical methods. Quite independetnly vrlthout any considerations

of field themry, Feynman developed a most unconventional approach

based on propagation kernels of single par tLcLes 1..,ThichP-r'..-9 inherently

covariant. His graphical representation of quantum mechanical pr-ocesser

first applied to. electrodynamics is now extensively used even in

processes involving other elementary particles. The essential equi-

valence of Feynman1s graphical approach and the formalism of Schvringer

was established in a f'undament.aL paper by Dyson. 'The evolutionary

process by which reI ativistic field theory was escapting from the

confusion of its non-relativistic heritage has recently culminated in

anew formulation of quarrtd.sed theory of- fields by Schvlinger starting

from a basic action prinCiple 1. This also revealed that the connect.ton
between spin and statistics stems from ilwariance requirements.
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ty'pes of K-particles with different modes of dcc av and peri ty assign-

By 1952, it was felt that quantum electrodynamics had reached

a state of comparative completeness and it was not likely that future

development vrill drastically change the results of electron theory vThich

gave quantum electrodynamics a certain enduring value. 'The real

sLgnff'Lcance of the work of the past decade lies in the recognition of

the ultlinate problems facing electrodynamics, the problems of concep-

tual consistence and of physical completeness. No final solution can
:,:'.

be anticipated until physical science has mG"Gthe heroic challgnge to

comprehened the structu.re of the submicroscopic world that nuclear ex-

polaration has revaiedY• With the development of high energy machines

in the post-war era, many phenomena wer-e observed involving the creation

of new and strange particles and high energy physics naturally included

the study of these new processes like the pro duction of mesons in

nucleon-nucleon collisions and recently in electron-nucleon collisions,

and the production of strange particles in high energy interactions~

The vast mass of data from the high energy machines from centres

like Brookhaven and Berkeley raised a maze of problems as a challenge

to the most gifted of theoreticians~ The most famous of them all was

the e-"t puzz1e- tire identity of the masses 8.1'0. life-times of the t.wo

,
..merrts, Da1itz's analysis of this puzzle claimed great attention at the

Rochester Conference in 1956 and it is rather exciting to read the

discussions after Yang's introductory talk in wht.chFeynman, Yang, Lee

Bloch, Gellman and Harshak par+Lctpabed, It was of course given

to Yang and Lee to question boldly the invariance of parity under space

reflection in weak Lrrteracta.ons ani suggest the Cobalt experiment vb.Lch

was performed by Wuet., al. and whi.cn brillic.nt}r confirmed their

predictions. Their r emarkabl.e paper revealS the new trend wrri.ch

characterises theoretic al physi~today, - the theoretical physist

...•.------..-.------_ . ---~-----~-'---'--'--



During the study of
.L

been received to ex-

plain all weak interactions such as p -d.ecay~ r,L:'captur e and hyper-on

decay. Feynman and Gellman have -0roposed one such theory by extending

the tvlO-component formalism to all Fermi particles whi.Le N.arshaJ.(and

Sudarshan h~ve employed the 'chirality' invariance to the same end.

For all these theories the exact coupling between Fermi particles is

of decisive importance. It looks at present that the vector and axial

vector coupling will be preferred rather than the scalar and tensor.

Pais ani others ar e investigating the relative parti'B.B:.of;.;treK±. and reo

/'
I

mesons.

hlhile of course the theory of weak interactions claimed great
attention foll01·,ing Lee and Yang's discovery, attempts are also being

made to understand the strong interaction of heavy particles. Gell-

mann has proposed ~ global symmetry, i.e., a universal pion-coupling
degenerate

between all heavy particles. He envLsages a/spectrum for the eight

baryons intlie -pr es ence of the pLon-coup'Li.ng , tfuen the K-particle

coupling is switched on, the baryons are split into groups as observed,

i.e. charge independent multiplets. Of course, the study of strong

and weak interactions ar e included to-gether in the former deductive

approach mentioned before.

Ne anwh.l.Le , there was another important theoretical development

in th.e field of interactions of elementary particles involving strong

coupling. In vie", of the evident breakdown of the perturbation theore-

tical approach to the study of interactions involving strong coupling,

'-

----------. ... -- .- ..--..---...--.1
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there 'ilas a long-felt need for a radically different method to tackle
such problems. Goldber~er at Chicago first realised the importance
of the study of the analytic properties of S-matrix from general
considerations and by the use of complex variable theory am in parti-
cular Hilbert's theorem he was led to relations cOllilectingthe real
part of the scattering amplitude to the integral over the imaginary
part, the latter being related to the total cross-section. After a
number of non-rigorous but intUitive derivations of such relations by
Goldberger, Gellman, Salam and others, the-dispersion relations for
meson scattering by nucleons have been established in a rigormus way
by Bo go'Ll.ubov from U.S.S.R. and Bremmermann and others from U.S~A.

The same approach has been employed in the electromagnetic and weak
interactions especially by Bo ge.l.Lubov ~ Goldberger is currently in-
vestigating dispersion relations forrr-meson decay. The 'dispersion
relation' approach has been utilised to study nucleon-nucleon scatter-
ing, the electromagnetic ,structure of nucleons and similar problems
by Goldberger, Chew, Nambu and others.

\if.l'lilehigh energy physics became fashionable consequent on Lee
and Yang's discovery, non-relativistic theories at 1011 energies also
demanded considerable attention. Chew and Low's successes in the
theory of pion-nucleon interactions exemplify such attempts. They
have shown tha'c if one assumes: (1) Pseudc -scaj.an interaction, (2)
Charge independence, (3) Negligible nucleon recoil, and (4) Predomi-
nantly P-wave interaction, then the crossing-sym.metry,.and unitarity
of S-matrix are sufficient to establish the remarkable features of
nucleon-pion interaction, in particular the reSOlmnce. The same me-
thod has also been applied for explaining photo-production of p~Ohs~Q
byut1pls~ng'the gauge invariance characteristic of electromagnetic
interactions.

1
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Drell and others have extended the Chew s theory to include

of which is not fully understood. Chew' s theory has also been applied

to nucleon-nucleon interaction potential. Assuming only, P-vlawe coup-

ling~ Gartenhaus has calculated the nucleon potential upto founth

order in the coupling constant. But this potential is i~nerently

defective in that it does not yield any spin-orbit coupling. Recently,

I
I
I
! '
i:

I:
As has been recognised for a long tDne, the knowledge of nucleon- I

I

I

Narshak and Signell have proposed a phenomenological potential wrrl ch

simply consists of Gartenhaus potential plus spin-orbit i~teractions

term obtained from phenomenological considerations.

anti-
/nucleori interaction is very essential in explaining the problem' of '..

nuclear forces. Attempts have been made to expLaf,n the large anrrl«

hilation cross-section for N-N. Chew's theory has also been applied

to the problem of nuclear for ces by l,fiyazawa from Japa!l; r Klefun am

Mcormick from U.S. and. Novoshi.Lov from U.~S.R. who have reduced the

problem of tvlO nucleon interaction to that of one nucleon. In recent

years, the Compton scattering of protons have been re-examined from

the point of view of Chew's theory.

While in the field of high energy physiCS ,~ deal ,dth the

nature of elementary particles individually ani their interactions

the collective properties of'nuclear matter and the manybody problem

of the nucleus (especially heavy nuclei) depenls on data obtained

from comparatively low energy phenomena. These theoretical considera~

tions are usually referred to as t problems of nuclear structure t ,

the aim of which is to derive the nuclear energy levels, nucleon wave

fQnctions, imaginary and real potentials associated with the nucleus.
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In this, theoreticians have been puzzled for a long tbne by an apparent

eorrtr-ad Ic tLon, namely, wnatevcr vie know about the nuclear forces
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indicates'~hat these forces are very strong and have a dependence on

position, repulsive cores~ excl~nge character and other rpeculiar'

considerations. On the other hand, the properties of the nuclei at

low energies both for bound states and for the interactions of nucleons

with nuclei show the remarkable validity of the one-body approximation

based on a very smooth potential without large ma.gnitude and large

variation. This is the basis of many models which 'fork so well, e. g.,

shell model and the optical model. The apparent contradiction led

some people like Te~ler' and Johnson to go to an extreme point of view,

vLz, , to give up any connection betwean the structure off the nucleus

and the nuclear forces as observed in nucleon-nucleon interaction~

On the other hand, Brueckner and· collaborators attempted rather

successfully to resolve this contradiction. The essential merit of

the outstanding work of Brueckner lies in that 1it takes the nuclear

forces as they are delivered to us and construc~from this a theo¥y

of complex nuclei which ,gives us as good an approocimation as possible

in the one-body picturel• Further contributmons of Goldstein, Tobocman

Watson, Reisenfield may be mentioned in this connection. Professor

Bethe is more inclined to the programme of Brueckner than the extreme

point of view of Teller and Johnson. The experimental work relating

to the optical model, the polarisation of neutrons at low energy and

nuclear reac ••tions involving light and heavy nuclei are being provided

from various American laboratories. The emphasis of the theoreticians

is still being felt in this field as in high energy physics. The

contri butions of Profes sor Lee on the theoretical implication of the

pari ty violation in ~-interaction f'o Ll.owed by that of C.S. viu on the

exper imental evic,ence of mn-conservation of parity in ~-d.ec ay at the

'--.-.- .-- --.--- -.- -.-----------~..-~---- ...-- ---- ..... - ._------
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Rehovoth cOPJsrence clearly indicate the very close connection be-
bween the fields of 10\1 energy ani high energy physics. The dis-
covery of parity nonconservation in weak interaction which originated
in the e-T puzzle of the 11.iehenergy phenomena has become very
important in ~ -interactions.

In a 1'ridersense, the study from a fundamental point of vie"T
of problems in different fields of physics has clearly demonstrated
the inter-aonnection between them and the need for frequent exchange
of v Lews in conferences like those held annually at Rochester "mere

I
both the exper Lmerrt.er- and the theoreticians are able to discuss the pro
problems together. America ..>, has taken the lead in the organisation of
such conferences, a lead soon f'ol Lowed in Europe;apan~ ani Russia.
The proceedings of such conferences are considered sources as important
as publications in scientific journals for future research.

It is the earnest hope of the young scientific community in
India that at a time when our country is almost possessed by a desire
for technological advancement, enough emphasis should be laid, as has
been done in the United States on fundamental scrences as a necessary
and independent discipline.

NSS/16.11.76


